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FOREWORD

The issues and questions surrounding the appropriak roles .

and functions of vocational elucation are complex and often

controversial. This rePort focuses on several of the_major
questions and issueareas-faci.ngyocational education.

The repNrt identifies current thinking and perspectives of a
small, highly select group of educational leaders on several of

these major issuesland questions. In so doing, it attempts to
describe some of the alternative positions and major argdinents

related to these issues and, where possible, to identify some of
their potential implications Cor the roles and functions of
vocational education in the future.

It is hoped that the report can serve as a stimulus for

constructive debate and dialogue among vocational education
policymakers at local, state, and'national levels, as well as

among researchers and graduate students in vocational education,
and that this will lead to greater clarification, understanding,
and possible resolution of the issues.

The National Center is deeply indebted to a number of people
who contributed to the project. We thank the U.S. Office of
Vocational and Adult Education for its support of the project.
We greatly appreciate the invaluable time and effort the Delphi

sutvey respondents gave in sharing'their views and insights on

the role and function of vocational education. We are also most
appreciative of the commissioned papers prepared for the project

by Paur E. Barton of the National Institute fors Work and Learn-

ing, and by Robert E. Taggart of the National Council on Employ-

ment Policy. We wish also to thank Brandon Smith, University of

Minnesota, and Henry Brickell, Policy Studies in Education, for
their reviews and critiques of early drafts of the report.

This project was conducted in the Evaluation and Policy

DivisioW of the National Center under the direction of N. L.

McCaslin, Associate Director. We wish to thank the'authors,
Frank C. Pratzner and Jill Frymier Russell. Jeannette Fraser,

. of the Evaluation and Policy Division, provided valuable assis-
tance in the preparation of the Delphi surveys and summarization
of the survey results and her help is greatly appreciated.
Finally, we wish to thank Priscilla Ciulla, Cheryl Trayser,
Deborah Anthony, and Jacque Masters for their preparation of

the final document.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report examines information from a broad base of liter-
ature and research and from three Delphi surveys of the views and
opinions of small, highly select groups of knowledgeable educa=
tional leaders in order to highlight a number of key issues and
arguments related to the appropriate roles and functions of
public vocational education. It concludes that record levels of
unemployment, declining economic development and productivity
growth, and sharp declines in the number of new labor market --
participants in the decades ahead, coupled with an aging jabor
force, are all forcing greater emphasis on vocational,education's
role in meetiny the nation's economic development needs.

,

There is a growing fear that developMent of our human
resources is not Keping pace with technological change and
ocbupational developments, and is resulting in a growing
imbalance betWeen the supply of workers and the skills demanded.
The pour performan e of the economy overall is masking the fact

kthat a portion of ur record-level of unemployment is due to
tehnological development and changes in the work place. These
changes are making some skills obsolete and are expanding the
need for new skills and the retraining of workers displaced by
failing industries and by technological change. Whereas many
occupations, especially in high-technology, fields, seem to
require more higili°y specialized skills,, there is, at the same
timq, an increased need for greater individual flexibility and
adaptabiliby in adjusting to new jobs and occupational

'requirements.

The population of the United States is aging and enrollments
in elementary and secondary schools are dropping. The needs of
the postwar baby boom cohort have shaped educational policy for

over two decades. Now that this cohort of Americans has passed

out of the schools and is.in the labor market, their needs as
adults are likely to affect national educs,tion and employment

policy in the decades ahead. This is especially likely for those
lacking basic skills, those whose job skills become obsolete, and
those displaced, by new technologies and autOma,tion.

The nation does not have a comprehensive, unified human
resource development policy or education and training system.
Instead, we have a diverse and essentially uncoordinated and
independent array of employment and training-related programs and

services about whin we knoW little. For example, we do not know
the extent to which this pluralistic, decentralized nonsystem
iepresents healthy diversity and multiple options for education
and training, or the extent to which it represents a haphazard

and inefficient system. We do know that there has been little
coordination or collaboration among the agencies in their

ix
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policies, practices, or services, and that the role and
function of public vocational education must be"viewed in this
broader institutional context.

Without a doubt, the dominant effect of the economic
conditions, technological changes, and demographic shifts .facing
the 'nation has been to move vocational education toward greater
emphasis on the development of highly specialized skills for
specific occupations. Vocational educator.s are urged toexpand
specialized Skill training in high-technology areas, to play a

7 vital ole in state and local economic recovery plans, and to be
aggressive in seeking ways to increase the involvement and
cooperation of businesssand industry in their programs.

At the same time, thei-d seems to be a glfrAwing consensus
among an increasing'number Of knowledgeable Mple that the eco-
--omic, technological, demographic, and educational conditions in
th _nation require secondary and postsecondary vocational
pro,: ms to serve different roles and functions. The consensus
amonp this group, though by no means clear and widely articu-
laVdi seems to be that vocational education at the secondary
level, shotild be integrated better with general education, and
that emphasis should be on the developMent of broadly applicable
skills useful to all students in a wide range of_future occupa-
tions. This group believes that, while the focus should be on
strengthening vocational education's .contributions to general
education, preparationqin-broad occupational areas (rather than
in speciiic jobs) should be available to Secondary 'students who
choose it and.can benefit from it.

While many seem to support this direction and'emphasis at
the postsecondary level, the dominant theme s.eenis to be that
postsecondary vocational programs should expand their_Eapacity to
serve a broader clientele and a broAder range of training needs.
By and large postsecondary-institutions are being urged to work
more closely with business and industry to emphasize and improve
programs fot highly specialized skill development, especially
those needed in new and emerging occupations in the service
sector and in high technology areas.

A

It is highly probable that tliese issue)3 and distinctions
wiLl continue to be at the heart of dialog e and debates about
the roles and functions of vocational education throughout this
decade. This report, in the hope that it will help to stimulate
and contribute constructively to that dialogue, raises a number
of policy implications and questions and identifies several areas
of needed research.

It
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Some Policy Implications

It vocational education iS to strengthen significantly
its technical skill development capacity, a number of policy
implications seem evident. At a minimum:

""'",

Substantial federal and state yocational funds must
be earmarked for updating and modernizing vocational

- education evipment and facilities-at both secondary
and postsecondary levels in order to reflect ade-
quately tech9ological and occupational changes in
the labor, market.

Federal iegislation should target funds for special-
ized skill training to those most in need; that is,
to displaced and unemployed adult workers and to
poor, disadvantaged youth.

Federal and state vocatiorial legislation must also
emphasize and provide funds to supplement salaries
for vocational faculty in new and emerging occupa-
tional areas in order to make their salarres more
competitive with those available in business and
industry. Additionally, funds should be earmarked
to support a variety of approaches for updating and
retraining vocational faculty in new technological
developments and occupational changes in their,,fields
of expertise.

Federal vocational legislation should include pro-
visions requiring close and significant cooperation
and involvement of vocat.,ional education in state and
local economic recovery plans. Included in these
provisions should be requirements for demonstrating
that vocational education programs are responsive to
national, state, and loc.al labor market demands,
especially in areas of critical skill shortages, and
that they aresensitive to the other sources in their,
areas that supply trained workers.

Federal and state vocational legislation should en-
courage even greater collaboration and involvement
than it now does of business, industry, and labor in
All aspects of vocational education programs.

If, on the other hand, vocational education is to strengthen
its educational role significantly at the secondary level and is

to seek to improve the educational achievement of students, then
a very different set of policy implications will follow. At a

minimum:

Federal legislation should more clearly define and
distinguish the principal roles and functions of

xi
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'vocational education At. the osecondaryand post-
secondary revels, and funding provisions lhotlid
reflect these key dif,ferences.

Federal and state vocational legislation must emi)ha- ,

size and provide funds fOr upgrading and retraining
of vocatIonal faculty in the latest techniques andj
approaches for teaching a broad range of fundamental'
skills.

:The evaluatioa criteria in the cur'rent federal voca-
tional law must be revised; instead of measures of
training-related placement, and employer satisfaction,
alternative measures of educational ach4evement will-
be needed as success criteria.

Federal vocational legislation should include pro-
visions and earmark funds for secondary and post-
secondary institutions in brder to establish joint,
collaborative arrangements whereby postsecondary
institutions can provide preparation in specific job
skills fanisecondary students who choose to pursue
job training and can benefit from it.

Federal and state vocational legislation should
encourage a:nd provide funds for a broad range of ,

,research, development, and dissemination activities
focusing on new and innovative techniques for imprOv-
ing educational !skill achievement in vocational
education programs and for developing more effective
methods and techniques for measuring the educational
achievement and outcomeS of Vocational education.

Some-Question^s

I 'Among the several key questions noted in the conclusiong of
e the report are the following:

What should be the optimum role and function of each of
the.major programs or-agencies en4aged in job preparation?
What changes will be required in current programs if these
rol'es and functions are pursued?

How does the optimum role and function of each agency or
program influence which problems of national importance
and priority will be addressed and how they will be .

address4..d?

To what extent should these various job preparation agen-
cies and programs be coordinated and articulated? How can
greater articulation be achieved?

xi
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What-should be the role of business, induStry', and labor

in public vocational education, and in particular, what
should be theierole in public seconOry vocational
edwation?'

How can pubLic vocational education bettef measure and
demonstrate its labor market effect and its educational

effects?

Some Areas of Needed Research

Each of the questibns noted above has a reseafch agenda

implicit within it. Two additional aebas of rieeded research and

Policy analysis are described in the report. These two areas-7

the educational effects of vocational edudation, and the articu-
Lation and coordination of public secondary and postse.gonda*ry4*
vocatidal education--are singled out because they are areas.in

'which little vesearch has been done to date, and because they are"

. areas important to the future of vocational education, regardless
pf whether one believes vocational-education should pursue an

emphasis of labor market,4outcomes or an emphasis Of educatiosiej

outcanes.

-

:se/
.'".
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1NTRODUCTIA

Viithout a doubt, the dominant effect of the major economic
conditions, technological changes, and demographic shifts facing
the nation has been to move vocational education toward greater

'-'-.7-mphasis on the development of highly specialized skills for
spoeific occupations. Vocational educators are urged to expand
specialized skill training, especially in high-technology areas,
to play a vital 'role in state and local economic recovery plans,
and to be aggressive in seeking, ways to increase the involvement
and cooperation of business and'industry in their programs.

At the same time, there seems to be a growing consensus that
the economic, technological, demographic, and educational condi-
tions in the nation require secondai.-y and postsecondary voca-
tional prograhs to serve different roles and functions. The
consensus. among this group, though by no means clear and widely
articulated, seems to be that vocational education, at the
secondary level, should Eg integrated better with general
education, and that emphasis.-shouid be on the development Of
broadly applicable skills useful to all students in a wide range
of future occupations. This group believes that, while the focus
should be on stliengthening vocational education's contributions
to general education, preparation in broad occupational areas
(rather than in specific jobs) should be available to secondary
stuOents who choose it and can benefit from it.

While many seem to support this dii.ection and emphasis at
the postsec ndary level, the dominant theme seems to be that
)ostsecondar vocational programs should expand their capacity to
-erve a b der clientele and a broader range of training needs.
By and large postsecondary institutions are urged to work more

ely .with business and industry to emphasize and improve
programs for highly specialized skill development especially
those needed in new and emerging occupations In the service
sector and in high technology areas.

It is, highly probable that these,issues and distinctions
will continue to be at the heart of dialogue and debates about
the roles and functions of vocational education throughout this

decade. It is our hope that this report will help to stimulate
contribute constructively to that dialogue.

To that endt the report first summarizes briefly some of the
critical national problems and needs that make up the social and
economic context of vocational education as it enters the decade
of the 1980s. It then examines information from a broad base
of -literaCure and research and from three Delphi surveys of the
views and opinions of small, highly select groups of knowledge-
able educational 1eaders in order to highlight some of the major
arguments and positions on a number of key issues related to the
appropriate roles and functions of public vocational education.



THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONTEXT

As the nation enters the decades of the 1980s and 1990s, we
face severe problems of economic growth and development reflected
in record and near-record levels of unemployment--levels that are
critically high among youths, and especially among disadvantaged
youths. We also face a near zero rate of growth Ai productivity.

The overall stabilization and aging of the population, sharp
declines in the number of new participants entering the labor
force in these decades, rapid technological and occupational
changes, development of state and local plans for economic
recovery, and the increased involvement and support of business,
industry, and labor in vocational education are all expected to
help stimulate productivity and economic revitalization in the
longer term. Among the shortfalls accompanying many of these
conditions are significant worker displacement, increasing skill
obsolescence, lagging human resource development, mismatches
between the supply of workers and the skills demanded by the
tabor riarket; and-high-youth and adUlt uneffiplOYment and
underemployment.

Improvement in the quality of the labor force is a major,
determinant of increased productivity and economic development.
High-quality vocational education that is suited to individual
needs, interests, and abilities, and that is realistic in light
of actual and anticipated employment opportunities is seen .5 an
urgent and critical national priority.

Unemployment

The Employment and Training Report of the President (U.S.
Department of Labor 1981) reports that unemployment hovered near
the 6 million level throughout 1978 and 1979, then sharply
increased in 1980 as the number of jobless persons reached nearly
8 million--7.5 percent of the labor force--at year's end.* The
employment-population ratio (the percentage of the working age
population that is employed) stood at 58.2 percent in 1980--the
lowest level in two years. The drop in this ratio reflected
declines in employment among adult men and teenagers, with adult
men absorbing a major proportion of the increased cutbacks.

*In November 1982, at about the time of this writing, the
nation's unemployment stood at 10.7 percent. This is the first
time that the unemployment figure has reached this level since
1932, the time of the Great Depression.

3
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Unemployment figures alone do not reflect the severity of
the proolems and the resulting hardships. Over 4 million people
were employed but were reported working on,involuntary part-time
schedules during 1979. Of the 82.5 million persons who worked
for fifty weeks or more during 1979, Taggart (1981) reports that
15 million failed to achieve minimum wage earnings during their
hours of availability. Moreover, "4.6 million had earnings so
low that, even when combined with the wages and salaries of other
family members, their earnings were below the poverty level"
(Taggart 1981, p. 2). Most of these underemployed and unemployed
workers were not individuals with only casual or marginal attach-
ments to work.

Economic Development and Productivity Growth

One measure of the economic health of the nation is its
annual rate of productivity gain--the percent of increase in
productivity compared to the previous year. Productivitl/ is an
estimate of the value of all our economic output, divided by the

-work-hours needed tO produce Et. TETYS,-Imcreasing productivity
means increasing the ability to produce more efficiently (Striner
1982), and national economic development implies a net increase
in national,income per capita.. Unless there is growth and devel-
opment in the national economy each year, we will not have the
means to maintain or raise the national standard of living.

Although the United States remains at the highest level of
proauctivity of any major industrial nation in the world, during
the last decade or so, the rate of productivity gain has
gradually fallen. In 1980, productivity growth declined for the
third consecutive year. The Employment and Training Report of'
the President (U.S. Department of Labbr 1981) points out that the

period since 1973 has,been marked by dramatic declines in
productivity growth. For example, from 1945-1965 productivity
grew at an average annual rate of 3 percent a year. This growth
rate fell to 2 percent in the 1965-1973 period. By late 1977,
the annual gain approached zero and has since Chen remained
around zero (Striner 1982). If productivity had continued to
grow at the rate it grew prior to 1967, family income would
have been $4,200 higher in 1979, and we would have had a gross
national product of almost $300 billion more than we did
(Sullivan 1981). Instead, the result has been high unemployment,
high inflation, reduced wages, and the loss of our competitive
position in some international markets.

Improvements in the quality of the labor force, the accumu-
lation of capital, and the pace of technological change--all
major determinants of productivity--are essential if national
productivity and economic development are to be improved and if
problems of unemployment and underemployment are to be solved.

4



Large investments in research and development, new federal tax
indentives to spur capital investment and modernization, reform
of government regulations, more rapid application of new tech-
nologies in industry, and new philosophies and styles of
management coupled with increased worker participation in job
decisions are all strategies being implemented (1) to create new
job, products, and services to meet consumer needs, and (2) to
use existing resources such as labor, capital, technology, and
natural resources more effectively in order to improve and
revitalize national economic development.

These strategies and changes are resulting in a revolution
in the American work place. Both work and workers are affected.
on one hand, the needs of society and the economy are affected by
economic conditions and technological developments that are
cnanging the nature and content of available jobsand work
requlrements (i.e., labor market demand). On the other hand,
those changes, coupled with significant demographic shifts, are
affecting changes in the supply_side of the_labor market-and the-
skills and training needs of individual workers. All of these
changes have significant implications for the provision of high-
quality vocational education.

Many older, declining industries will change dramatically
with the increased use of automated equipment and the introduc-
tion of completely new technologies and occupations. If they do
not, they will rapidly fall by the wayside. Meanwhile, new
productive industries in high-technology fields and automated
informati.on processing are resulting in major shifts in eMploy-
ment from manufacturing and blue-collar jobs to the service
sectors and white-collar o&upations.

These rapid and dramatic changes in the work place are mak-
- ing the skills of a growing number of adults obsolete and are
greatly expanding the need for new skills and for retraining of
displaced workers for new technical fields. The changes promise
to increase work specialization (with its attendant need for
highly specialized skill development), and at'the same time to
increase the need for greater individual employment flexibility
and adaptability. On the one hand, education and training for
work must be directed toward providing programs for .the develop-
ment of technical skills required by specialized occupations.
Oh the other hand, education and training must simultaneously
provide preparation and skills required by changing labor market
conditions and opportunities. They must direct attention to what .
they can do to,prepare workers better not only for specific jobs,
but also for improved chances of adapting effectively to new jobs
and occupational requirements when changes are desirable or
necessary.

5



According to a Congressional Budget Office study (1981),

"the skill level and health (or human capital) of the work force
is a major determinant of productivity growth. Better trained,

more knowledgeable, healthier workers mean higher productivity"
(p. vi).

With regard to policies affecting the quality of the labor

force, the Congressional Budget Office indicates that policies
that would encourage occupational training and better quality
secondary education seem likely to be effective means of
stimulating productivity. Another approach recommended by the
Congressional Budget Office is to strengthen policies and

programs that help,workers in the process of adjustnent to
economic change. The Congressional Budget Office suggests that

this approach "would-stimulate productigity by raising the
productivity of displaced workers, and by encouraging workers to
accept new technology without fear of unemployment as a
consequence" (p. 58).

There is a growing fear, however, that the development of

our human resources is not keeping pace with rapid developments
in other areas. Aserious-and-g^rowing--imbalance-between
available jobs and trained technical workers may stifle the rapid
application of high technology and choke national efforts aimed

at economic developmeat and revitalization.

Striner (1982) is among those who feel that a major issue
confronting the nation right now "is the growing obsolesceRce of
our labor force in the midst of a growing shortage of key skills"

(p. 25). According to Miller (1982), more and more policymakers

are recognizing wtt they. call.a "serious mismatch between jobs

and workers. A shortage of trained.technical workers, they fear,

may stifle the growth of high-technology firms" (p. 865).

Developing skilled personnel to enter high-technology occu-
pations is also important according to Senator Lloyd Bentsen. He

concludes that

We've concentrated-s6 mUch on the machines and the
tools, and then to turn around and neglect the human
resources is a serious mistake. You'll find that we'll
pay a high price in loss of production. . . . Shortages

of skilled workers could Choke economic growth by caus-
ing inflationary wage increases, high labor turnover,
and underuse of,human resources. (p. 865)

Citing an article in the Washington Post by Dan Morgan,

Congressman Long,of Louisiana stated his view before the U.S.
House of Repreb,ntatives on the importance of keeping training
current %Pith the latest technological and occupational develop-
ments in the labor market."

6
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Just as we have anphasized the importance of putting the
most modern equipment into up-to-date factories, I be-
lieve we must now be equally concerned with making'sure
that our work force is prepared to make the most of the
opportunities that technological change and high rates
of investments will make,possible. (Long 1981, p. 116274)

In his article, Morgan (1981) reports that a business round
table task force (headed by R.G. Metier, chairman of TRW, Inc.,)
representing a blue chip roster of American corporations has_
called for "a national policy to deal with a growing imbalance
between the supply of workemt and the skills demanded." Metler
notes that the nation "has skimped on its investments in training
and educating workers and that the economy could face serious

.difficulties as a result" (p. 116274).

The Joint Economic Committee of the United States Congress
(L990) concluded that

\

Significant adjustments will be required and retraining
promises to be at the top of the list. . . , The jobs
created . . will, require a greater degree of technical
training . . . and training and education programs which
are more carefully coordinated with market developments
will be needed,. (p. 36)

Robert Worthington (1982), Assistant,Secretary for Vocation-
al and Adult Education, has expressed many of these same concerns
for the development needs of a skilled, up-to-date work force.
He notes that the overall approach of the United States Office of
Vocational and Adult Education "is to focus on economic revitali-
zation and other hational skilled work force needs." He further
gOints out that within this context "our emphasis is shifting to
these areas: prograM quality and technical scope, closer
collaboration with business, industry, and labor, and retraining
adults" (p. 34).

Demographic Shifts

In addition to the major economic conditions and technologi-
cal changes discussed previously, major demographic shifts will
have increasing impact dfi the labor marl:et. During the 1960s and
1970s, the nation had a supply of youth that was viewed as a sur-
plus rather than a valued resource. The baby boom generation was
followed, however, by significantly lower birth rates.. The
decline from 4.3 million births in 1961 to 3.1 million births in
1976 is the largest and most rapid demographic change on record
according to the Joint Economic Committee of the United States
Congress (1980).
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Tnus, the median aye of the nation's overall population'is
aging and throughout the 1980s, fewer youth will be available for
the labor force. Ruff, Shylo, and Russell (1981) point out that
"between 1977 and 1985, the relative number of young people
between the ages of sixteen ana twenty-four will drop sharply"
(p. 12). Over 2 million fewer teenagers will enter the labor
force in this decade (Mangum 1982). At the same time, Ruff,
ShYlo, and Russell point out that "there will be a risein the
relative share of the population of those aged thirty-five
through forty-four and those sixty-five and over" (p. 12)N.NN

Thus, older persons entering the late career and retirement
years will increase. Their main problem will be the need to
remain employed in decent job in order to survive economically.
For many this may mean changing jobs or accepting underemployment
at a-time when such situations are least welcome. .

Thus as labor force growth rates decline, we will face' a
shortage rather than a surplus of entry-level workers within a
decade. The promising factor for the years directly ahead is
that yesterday's surpluses, and what Taggart (1981) describes as
today's "leftovers"--persons who have traditionally been discard-
ed and ignored because of limited employability prospects--will
become a scarce and valuable resource. Education, employment,
and training programs once provided largely out of compassion for
disadvantaged persons may now be needed for economic reasons
(Mangum 1982).

During the past several decades the labor market has created
record numbers of new jobs. It has absorbed the bulk of the
persons from the unprecedented baby boom generation as well as
record numbers of women entering and reentering the labor market.
According,to the Congressional Budget Office study (1981), these
rapid increases in the number of relatively inexperienced workers
are thought to have contributed to the slowdown in productivity
growth since 1965. Other implications of ,the movement of the
baby boom cohort into the 'labor market are unknown but as
HuOson-Wilson (1979) points out, "this cohort has faced the most
difficult transition of any cohort to date and many of the
members of the cohort never successlully made the move from
youthful to adult labor market behavior" (p. 29).

By 1985, nearly 50 percent of the work force will be between
the ages of twenty-five-and forty-four (Ruff, Shylo, ,and Russell
1981) . While this group typically has "higher labor force
participation rates and the most stable attachment to the labor
market," Hudson-Wilson (1979) issues this caution:

If the economy continues to operate below capacity,
. large numbers of these workers will face the prospect of
unemployment or underemployment. If unemployed they

8
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will create political pressure for adult training and
retraining programs. If underemployed, they are likely
to displace younger and less-advantaged workers.
(p. 30)

The size of the nonwhite population has increased faster
than the population as a whole, and "the relative number of
minorities among the younger age groups will be increasing"
(Ruff, Shylo, and Russell 1981, p. 12). Thus, nonwhite minori-
ties and women will constitute a growing proportion of the work
force,and "the needs of these traditional target groups will not
subside and may increase" (Hudson-Wilson 1979, p. 30).

Vor example, women remain heavily concentratedj_n tradition-
al jobs. Marshall (1982) pointS, out that about 40 percent of all
women in the labor force are concentrated in ten occupations
where women constitute over 50 percent of the employees. More-
over, women who work full-time earn only about 59 percent as much
as Men who work full-time.

Thus, women will continue,their struggle to compete for an
equal footing with males for top jobs and for equal pay. Their
unwillingness to take dead-end positions will continue to grow.
At the same time, the relative number of female heads of house-,
holds and displaced homemakers will increase, as will the number
of households that depend on two wage earners. The main problem
is that many women returning to the labor force may be unskilled
and may lack knowledge of how to get and keep jobs.

Additionally, the problems of youth unemployment wilr-on-
tinue and are-likely to be exacerbated for nonwhite youths.
"Minorities will increase their proportions of sixteen- to
twenty-EOuryear-old workers from 15.8,percent in 1980 to 18.3
percent.in 1990" (Marshall 1982, p.. 22). The Congressional
Budget Office (1982) notes that while the unemployment rate among
white youths in 1981 was more than twice the average rate for the
labor force as a whole (15.0 percent), nonwhite youth unemploy-
ment was 34.6 percent, or more than four times the average rate
for the labor force as a whole.

The Congressional Budget Office study (1982) points out that
this group of nonwhite youth "is disproportionately black-and
.poor [emphasis added], and many of them lack basic academic
skills" (p. x). Although blacks of all ages have consistently
had the worst unemployment record of any racial group, black
youths are likely to continue to suffer debilitating unemployment
and economic hardships unless the economy improves sustantially.

Moreover, Hispanic youth unemployment is estimated to be
substantial. Additionally, Hispanic youth have the worst school__ _

_dropout rate of all groups. Traditional teaching methods and
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programs haVe not been successful in retaining the increasing
Hispanic youth population in the nation's schools. The middle-
aged, predominantly white work force is likely to continue,to
cause downward displacement in jobs, leaving both unskilled and
uneducated Hispanics and blacks in dead-end jobs, plagued by low
pay and recurrent unemployment in later years. Thus, their
patterns of accruing large deficits in eMployability development
may become exacerbated.

The Congressional Budget Office study A1982) notes three
approaches to dealing with the youth unemployment problem:
"increasing employment demand for youth; enhancing their job

-qualifications; or improving their ability to negotiate the
transition.from school to work and from one job to another"
(p. 19) . While the study describes these three approaches as
necessariay.interdependent, it cautions that

A strategy of increasing employment demand will fail if
those in need of help are not ready for jobs. Improve-
.

ments in the qualifications of youths will be ineffec-
tive if too few jobs are available. Improving matching
mechanisms will.be futile if there are nat jobs or
employable youths to be matched. (p. 19)

While the employment problems of youth are not likely to go
away in the near future, the Carnegie'Council (1979) signals a
note of optimism when it points out that "instead of growing
explosively as it did in the 1960s, the youth population will be
declining." This, the Council feels, will make it possible "to
devote more resources to the solution of what have been intract-
able youth problems, within a budget of stable or even declining
expenditures for youth in toto" (p. 1).



PERSPECTIVUS ON TUE ROLES NND
FUNCTIONS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

All of the economic conditions, technological changes, and

demographic shifts discussed i
the'previous section affect the

nation',s human resource development needs, how the nation goes
about meeting those needs, and the role and contributions of
vocational education to the enterprise. Some idea of the roles
and potential responsiveness of public vocational education to
meeting national needs and priorities was obtained through three
Delphi surveys conducted by the project. Respondents (nine per
survey) were asked for their views and opinions about (a) the
strengths and relative emphasis given to different skills by

public secondary and postsecOndary vocational education (Delphi

1), (b) the strengths 'and relative emphasis given'to different
skills,by the other key agencies and programs that provide job
training (Delphi 2), and (c) the appropriate role of secondary

and postsecondary vocational education in addressing national

needs and priorities.

Some of the details about the surveys and additional

findings are included in Appendix D. Only the major results are

summarized and highlighted here. Because each of the surveys 'was

Limited to nine respondents, these results should be treated
cautiously and should not be overemphasized. *

Relative Strengths and Emphasis
of Vocational Education

Figure 1 includes descriptive excerpts from the respondents'

canments to summarize and highlight major comparisons and
contrasts among the key agencies and programs that provide
preparation for work.

All respondents agreed secondary vocational education should

include job skill training along with employability skill
development and occupational exploration. Some felt that the

eMphasts should be greater on employability skills develOpment

and occupational exploration. Most agreed that development of
basic computational and communication skills in all secondary
level students should be the primary goal. Several individuals

stressed that secondary-level vocational education must prepare
participants for two possible options: further education or

entrance into the labor market.

job-specific preparation was seen as the most typical type

of occupational training now_promided_by secondary_vocational

education programs. The respondents felt, however, that,broader-

based preparation in occupational areas As what should be
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L. C U A I I Cf: AN: TR !, I I "iG EMPHASIZES -- HAS-- SERVES--
A.24Ek.CIES (Role and population)

Secondary vocational
education

qostsecondary vocational
education

CETA

work values and attitudes (e.g.,
dependability, cooperation, groom-
ing, work norms)
basic, skills (e.g., reading, writ-
ing, computing)
within technical job skills:
- occupational area preparation

(materials and methods common to a
group of-occupations)
world Of work preparation (basic
tool skills, occupational survival
skills)

technical job skills specific to a
Particular job (e.g., secretary,
computer programmer, keypunch
operator)
basic skills
work values and attitudes

teashes job skills specific to a
particular j.ob (to a lesser degree
than other providers, however)
work values and attitudes
basic skills
English as a second language
job search training

access*to large nughers of
young people
trained cadre of staff
contacts with business
industry
mixed job placement record*
inadequate and obsolete
equipment and facilities
In some cases

technical capacity and
facilities
flexibility
linkages wl.th business and
industry
supportive services
good placqment record*
ability to provide training
for specific industries
use of part-time faculty
from inddstry

ability to leverage re-
sources from a variety of
agencies
single purpose function
supportive services
weak quality standard for
training*

In-school youth*
as an integration of general
and vocational education*
to provide sogialization at
appropriate time In life*

adults (through adult education
programs that are administered
by secondary vocational
educatloo)

nontraditional students
18-21 years old
an older, more job-reedy"
population

as a provider of training for
jobs requiring a postsecondary
level of expertise

as a,coordinator and broker for
a unique at-risk population
as a second chance for out-of-
school y6uth*

*Comments added by researchers

FIGURE 1. Key Comparisons of Various EducatIon.and Job Training AgenOies and Programs
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING
AGENCIES

EMrHASIZES-- HAS-- $ER14-
(Role and po,plation)

Job Corps

Apprenticeship,.

Proprietary schools

job entry, maintenance, and
advancement skills (e.g., how to
complete a resume, behaie.in an
interview)

basic skills
, world of work skills (e.g., basic

tool skills, occupational survival
skills) within the technical job
skills area
technical job skills
socialization
competency:based instruction methods

techhical job skills specific to a'
particular job (to a greater degree
than other Ooviders)

technical job skills specific to a
particular occupation

men s a. e. .y researc ers

residential, highly struc-
tured setting
high dropout rate (at
beginning)*
high individual cost*
ability to motivate
good record of labor market
effects for completers

correlations with economic
conditions
linkaues with public
postsecondary education
classroom training combined
with on-the-job training
earn while you learn
feature
high relevance to the work
place
small range of industries/
occupations*
highly individualized
trainiing*

highly r'.estrictive entrance

relatively higher cost to
trainee* 4 .

only 'job related instruo-
tion*
restrictive entrance re-
quirements*
ability to quickly adapt to
market forces
strou links with employers
good placement 'ecords*
short-term, up-to-date, em-
ployer-specific training*

targeted pop.ltion (hard core
unemployed, disadvantaged
youth)

adults* %

small nuroberi of persons*
as provider of training in
skill areas that ary'technical
in nature but stilT require
a great degree of discretion

as provider of training for
occupations not addressed through
public postsecondary programs or
apprenticships (e.g., bartending,
locksmith)

a as provtder of training fo///

highly marketable occupations
and for occbpatrons requiring a
postsecondary level of expertise
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EDLCATION AND TRAINING EM rilAS ZES-- HAS-- SERVES--

AGENCIES (Role and population)

Commun'ty-based
organizations

Business/industry

x

Military

omfren s a ce

.1?

y researc

work values and attitudes
English as,a second language*
strong race and ethnic identity*
basic skills remediation

technical job skills specific to a
particular employer's needs and
their equipment
sylls for upgrading-employees

:*sOrls for new technolog?----\

basic,skills
job specific skills
employer/equipment specific skIlts
by means of competency-based
,Instruction
social ization

role models persons not served by other

involvement with he com- systems

munity
no consistency in quality.*
little emphasis on jo6
specific technical skills
highly individualized
approach*
outreach ccmponents

trainers with expertise
high job relevance
internal/closed systems*
capability of Interfacing
with the education

1

commun-
ity
earn while yodpearn
feature

. ability to investin curri-
culum development

1 conti-olled environment
unique missfon
earn while youelearn feature
internal/closed system*
credibility with civilian
employers 'as proxy for
maturity,apd for some
occup,ational skills*

adults, employees
(restrictive)*

odt of school youth-and
adults*

er
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emphasized and can be done best at this level. Employer- and
equipment-specific preparation received low raf.inys both for
current and future emphasis at:the secondary level.

The reasons respondents gave for why secondary-level voca-
tional education should provide occupational skill training
varied. Some respondents emphasized occupational skills acquisi-
tion for use in the labOr market upon graduation from high
school. Others emphasized "transferability" and said that learn-
ing to do a job well will transfer to knowing what goes into
doing any job well later on in life.. Additionally, some felt
that secondary occupational skills training aligned with John
Dewey's philosophy that vocational education, at its best, is a
process of learning that all high school students should
experience.

The viewpoints of.the respondents toward postsecondary vOca-
tional education were more homogenous. Consensus was high that
postsecondary vocational education is doing what it should be
doiny--providing technical job skills specific to particular
occupations.

Based upon the responses of the Delphi participants, the
primary differences between the roles and functions of secondary
and postsecondary vocational education are as follows:

Secondary vocational education is'a multipurpose
proyram intended to provide technical skills, and at
the same time, foster good work attitudes, facilitate
the transfer of skills needed in alljobs, motivate
disenchanted learners, enhance basic skills attainment,
serve as an exploration into the careers arena, and
compensate for discrimination in society against special
needs populations.

Postsecondary vocational education is more single
purposed in that its main function is to.teach
technical job skills specific to particular occupa-
tions.

When asked to describe the optimum role for secondary voca-
tiona education, most of the respondents focused on career
eau ion, exploration, basic skills, work values and attitudes,
and on skills to enable a worker to move from one technology to
another. A few respondents stressed technical job skills
training and/or cluster occupational training. The strengths and
unique characteristics of secondary vocational education that
were mentioned included access to large numbers of young people
(some of:whom will not pursue any further formal education
activities), a trained cadre of staff, and contacts with business
and industry.
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For postsecondary vocational education, the optimum roles
suggested were development of specific job skills.; service to an
older, more highly motivated and job-ready population; and
provision of training for jobs requiring postsecondary training.
Une inaividual suggested the creation of vocational centers that
could also serve secondary students with training in classrooms
and in cooperative arrangements with business and industry. The
strengths of postsecondary vocational education noted by the
respondents included technical capacity and facilities, flexi-
bility, linkages with business and industry, and good support
services. A third respondent said that vocational educators
should rely less on federal dollars and that business/industry
should provide monies to vooational education. Still another
respondent stressed that the federal government should play
an information role (by telling schools and states what works
and what does not work) and should promote equity. The same
respondent was in favor of states' providing performance-based
incentives to reward institutions and organizations that'
coordinate with other agencies.

When addressing the issue 'of coordination and articulation
between secondary and postsecondary vocational education, some
respondents indicated that this process could and should take
place at the local level. Another respondent commented that
coordination occurs as a result of a mandate or a Crisis and that
there are,no readily apparent benefits to secondary-level person-
nel.for working towards articulation. Most of those who felt
that secondary vocational education should provide technical
skills thought secondary and postsecondary vocational education
must necessarily be duplicated to be able to serve all ages.
They also felt that learnina accomplished at the high school
level should be recognized and credited by postsecondary
institutions.

The suggested, ideal roles to'be taken by the federal and
state governments in regard to vocational education varied
widely. One respondent said the federal government should set
policy and goals, and the state should be responsible for setting
standards. Another said the federal government-and the states
should be equally involved in secondary and postsecondary
vocational education, but that states needed to attend more to
the'postsecondery level to ensure that access to programs is
geographically equitable.

Appropriate Roles in Addressing National Needs

Clearly, the Delphi study respondents felt that.secondary
and postsecondary vocational education should address different
national priorities and needs. Youth unemployment, equity and
access, and basic skills were the top priority problem areas or
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needs where secondary-level vccational education was deemed to
have an appropriate role to play. Problems or needs associated
with displaced workers, high technology, and critical skill
bhortages were seen as the tot priority areas that should be
addressed by postsecondary-level vocational education.

In selecting these particular areas, the survey respondent's
seem to be suggesting that in general, secondary vocational
programs should improve their capacity to focus primarily on what
are longer term educational needs and outcomes. Postsecondary
vocational programs, on the other hand, should focus on what
appear to be more immediate needs of the labor market for skilled
technical workers.

The Contributions of Secondary-Level Vocational Education

Youth unemployment. necause secondary-level vocational edu-
cation is a part of the compulsory education system through which
almost all youth must pass, it has the opportunity to provide
early interventions such as counseling, occcupational informa-
tion, and training that may help to alleviate employment problems
for some youth. The respondents suggested that because secondary
vocational education is charged with educating and preparing
students to become productive and contributing members of soci-
ety, and tecause the instructional process or approach of voca-
tional education appeals to the learning style of many itudents,
it is in a good position to have.a positive impact on many of the
problems of youth unemployment. In general, the respondents felt
that vocational education at this level should ensure that its
programs reflect labor"market needs and that it should provide
motivation, occupational information, and an appropriate founda-
tion for further training and employment.

The respondents noted the following among the changes that
secondary-level vocational education would need to make to better
fulfill these functions: "improving the quality of training and
ensuring that it is better oriented to actual employment possi-
bilities; integrating basic skills with general and occupational
skills; helping create a more comprehensive system of education
at the secondary level with larger, more flexible organizational
patterns; linking on-the-job learning with in-school instruction;
and increasing the coordination and cooperation within the broad
educational and counseling functions of the school with business
and industry and with local government.

Equity and access. Equity and access were felt to be high
priorities for secondary vocational education. The Delphi study
respahdents suggested that if steps aie to be taken to pe6mote
equity and access, the secondary schools are the position to
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do it and it must be done before eLdeats drop out of the educe-
tidnal sequence. It was also suggested that better qualit'y voca-
tional programs are needed (especially for less able students) in
order to help ensure their access to and ability to compete for
jobs 'in the labor market. One.respondent noted that, "It is
important at the secondary level to begin to plant the seeds for
minorities, handicapped, disadvantaged, and both boys and girls
to consider opportunities that previously they may not have
regarded as reasonable goals for theff.":

In the comprehensive high school, vocational education
should seek better integration of college preparatory students
and vocational education students., "The vocational program must
neither become a dumping ground for less able students nor an
elite preserve." Vocational education must take advantage of the
fact that, at the secondary level, its program "is still largely
an elective program and members of all groups can participate in
it and, it should make it possible for students to perceive
themselves in' a variety of occupational roles, to provide youth
witli an opportunity to explore these different roles, and to
provide them with support and assistance when and if they choose
a non-traditional role."

In order to facilitate secondary vocational education's
ability to address equity and access goals more effectively, the
respondents suggested that administrators and teachers need to
examine their own attitudes and values with regard to these goals
and to alter them if needed. One respondent noted tWat "legisla-
tion should provide fiscal incentives for integrated programs in
which students from all Social classes will be represented,
rather than encouraging their separation as is the case in
present legislation."

Basic skills. A focus on basic skills development by
secondary vocational education was considered to be a high prior-
ity. One respondent's comment that seemed to capture much of the
sentiment,of the group was the point that "a refocus on this area
would be the best investment for reducing youth unemployment."
Basic skills for employment were felt to be paramount to youth.
In particular, basic skills were considered essential at this
point in the educational process as younge l. students have not yet
acquired all of the communications skills needed for life and.'
work.

It was also pointed out that since part of the unique value
of vocational education is in its being a process of learning,
and since learning should go from the simple to the complex,
vocational education could encourage acquisition of basic skills
so that students could then move on to acquiring occupational
skills. Another resdondent suggested that
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Vocational education c so engage students in
cooperative projects that >ring them in contact
with people who are diffcrent from themselves,
where they must interact and cooperate as a team
to complete their projects, where they, must listen
to get instructions stratght, where they must
communicate with quantitative symbols, and where
they must prepare memos and engage in written
communication to succeed.

Because vocational education can serve as a motivating force
for student learning and because "the teachers are practical as
opposed to theoretical in their approach," one respondent felt
that secondary vocational educators could. deal effectively with
basic skills acquisition. Secondary vocational educators can
provide "a practical arena where the connection between basic
skills'and job demands is more clearly apparent to young
people."

Suggestions on the changes needed in order for secondarS,
vocational education to deal 1,etter with basic skills acquisition
included the following:

DevelopMent of "standarized measures" of basic skills
by occupational area. Such measures, it was felt,
could serve as "quality control" measures.

Access to business, industry, and public agencies so
that vocational activities can be carried out (to the
extent possible) in community settings and can help
to ensure that students are better able to see the
relevance of basic skills to occupational and
community requirements.

The Contributions of Postsecondary-Level Vocational Education

Displaced workers. The needs of displaced workers were
rated as the highest priority problem area that Should be
addressed by postsecondary-level vocational education. One
respondent explicitly noted the close interrelationship between
the, problems of displaced worl.ers and the problems,of productiv-
ity,growth and economic revitalization.

The "flexibility" of postsecondary institutions in re-
sponding to the training needs of adults was cited as a key
reason why postsecondary vocational education has an important
role to play in meeting tfle needs of displaced workers. For
example, postsecondary institutions are felt to have the
necessary flexibility or "elasticity" to accommodate large
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clambers of adults who may periodically seek training due to such
emergencies as local plant closures.

One respondent noted that because the problems of displaced
workers may take on increased importance through the remainder of
1980s, those problems should be a primary focus of postsecondary
vocational education. Because of the growing needs of displaced
workers, one respondent felt that the 1980s could become the
"golden age" for postsecondary vocational education. It should
play an "assertive role" in becoming a part of the "rebuilding
fabric" for displaced workers; ,it is "the natural resource" for
retraining displaced workers.

Among other things, postsecondary institutions were urged
to seek out displaced workers and provide training in,new and
-emerging industries and occupations. Additionally, it was
suggested that postsecondary institutions provide counseling and
personal assessment to assist displaced wo4ers in identifying
their "transferable skills," refer them to suitable training
opportunities, and assist them with placement in other types of
employment.

Among the special characteristics and capabilities of
postsecondary institutions that should enable them to address
these problems and needs, the following were noted:

The capability to provide instruction "around
the clock" with personnel drawn from education,
labor and industry

The adult environment for training, and the regional
availability Of institutions

The greater resources felt to be available for adult
career counseling and placement services

The respondents felt that a number of changes are needed in
order for postsecondary institutions to be more responsive to the
needs of displaced workers. Here are a few examplps:

Working more closely and cooperatively with employers,
private agencies, vocational rehabilitation agencies,
CETA programs, employment services, and other community-
based organizations.,

4
"Tuning in" to local labor market phenomena and the
key actors in the local labor market.

ProViding for such special needs of displaced workers as
job search skills and assistance and remedial education.
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Developing mechanisms to respond quickly and effectively
to unplanned disruptions in local labor markets such as
plant closings and lay-offs.

Convincing state and local policymakers and officials
that postsecondary vocational education is flexible and
capable of 'meeting the needs of displaced workers.

At the local level, institutions are going to have to
be able to demonstrate a greater open-entry open-exit
concept. ,Secondly, local programs are going to have
to show the capacity to enroll both secondary and post-
secondary level adults into the same program where
training stations are available. Third, the local level
will have to learn how to run programs on multiple
shifts.

At the'state level, it Will be required that caps be
taken off of programs in growth areas. Currently, the
greatest drawback that public postsecondary vocational
education has in serving the displaced worker is that
states have placed a uniform cap of growth on programs,
and thus prevented enrollment expansion, particularly
in those occupational programs that could lead to
employment.

At the national levelthere needs to be an effort to link
the United States Employment Services and vocational
education closer together so that displaced workers, very
early in their unemployment, are enrolled in a training
program rather than waiting until unemployment benefits
have expired. Secondly, there has to be a recognition
that existing postsecondary level institutions are oper-
atingfor the most part, at maximum capatity, and there
has to be federal investment in expanding the capacity of
programs. Thirdly, the national level has to give some
leverage to states to allow growth and expansion of
postsecondary-level vocational programs for displaced
workers.

high technology. The survey respondents noted that training
reLluirements for high-technology areas are changing rapidly,
that training in many ateas of high technology requires a firm
foundation in mathematics and science, and that higher education
and postsecondary institutions are the appropriate and most
realistic places for providing this training. More advanced
instructional content, together with experienced faculty,, and
appropriate equipment and facilities, should make it possible for
postsecondary-programs to provide effective training for high-
technology occupations.
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To provtde the trained tychn-icians neededlifor these occupa-
tions,,postsecondary-level vocational programs will need to
translate research results into step-by-step operating instruc-
tions that will be useful in defining the scope and content of
hign-technology jobs for which training is needed. They will
also need to develop state programs to tie vocational programs
closer to the development work of colleges and universities and
make more extensive and better use of advisory committees.

Critical skill shortages. Because many areas-of critical
skill shortairs are in high-technology fields, postsecondary
vocational programs have a related role to play in this area.
The respondents. felt that postsecondary vocational eoUication
institutions will need to determine where critical skill short-
ages exist, close out programs in which a, demand no longer
exists, and build their instructional capacity in conjunction
with other postsecondary institutions and the private sector in,
order to provide specific technical skills effectively in areas
where critical shortages emist%

Postsecondary vocational programs have demonstrated flexi-
bility in program planning and management and the necessary
diversity of prograffi offerings, faculty, and equipment to respond
to critical skill shortages. Additionally, the respondents felt
that many adult students in postsecondary institutions are there
because they are ready to enter specific occupations as quickly
as possible--"they know what they want and where they are going."

among the changes respondents felt were needed in order for
postsecondary vocational education to improve its responsiveness
to critical skill shortages were the following:'

Greater leadership and emphasis on practical eXperience
as a part of instructors' credentials and institutional
hiring criteria.

Gr ter program and management flexibility to meet rela-
tively rapid changes in skilled worker demands better.

6 Provisions for both short-term and long-term training
opportunities.

Greater cooperation with business, industry, and public
organizations.

A commitment not be tied too tightly to existing
offerings, equipment, ..or faculty.

At the local level, greater emphasis on the needs of
individuals and of the work place as opposed to the needs
of the institutions must prevail. Secondly, dollars
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that can be utilized to begin nAr programs, to mount '-
short term programs, and develop-employer specific
programs must be available for% local managers. Third,
local level managers must have the ability to state_
whether or not they can meet the needs of a given'or
expanding industry.

In regards to state level changes, encouragement, leader-
ship, and support curriculum development will be needed
if local postsecondary programS are to.have the flexibil-.
ity, the start up capacity, and the resources needed to
address critical skill shortages in a timely and effici-
ent manner.

At the national level, federal dollars that support
critical skill shortages that are essential in the
nation's defense and economic growth must receive
federal support. States are more likely to fund pro-

,

(-rams that meet their standard formulas of allocating
funds through full time enrollment equivalence and are
less likely to have a funding pattern'for funding
programs for preparing people for new nd expanding
induStryand for mounting short term intensive pro-
grams for addressing areas of critical skill shortages.
There must be some direct funds to provide these kinds
of programs. Increasingly it will require the states to
.also set up flexible funding patterns to support such
efforts as well.

Strengths end Emphasis of
Other Key Agencies and Programs

Apprenticeship

The optimum role as described by the Delphi respondents for
apprenticeship programs was as,the provider of specific job
training in skill. areas that are technical in nature but still
require a great degree of discretion. Apprenticeship programs,
more than any other program, are expected to provide primarily
technical job skills training. The strengths of the apprentice-
ship system include the partnership arrangement (earn and learn);
the provision of classroom training in related areas; the
on-the-job nature of learning, and the relevance of training to
the work place.

Training Provided by Business and Industry

The Delphi survey respondents felt that training by business
and industry was optimally for work skills needed on the job. It
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iLht also be upgrading in nature, or be it reSponse to the
,development of new technology,ideally, it is interfaced with
the education community in order :to ensure qualitSil The
strengths Of training provideU by busiltess and industry are that
kn6w1edgeab1,e trainers address reaLieeds, that the training is
practical ,and relevant, and'that there are incentives to learn.

Proprietary Schools

The optimum role for proprietary schools, agpording to the
DelpJai respondents, is the provision of technical job skills and
specific job trainitig in areas not addressed through public
postsecondary programs or,apprenticeship programs. Their
strengths lie in their ability to quickly aaapt to market forces,
their strong links wig) employers,'and -61eir programs designed
specifically for emploplent.

,

Military Job Training

The Delphi survey respondents felt that military training is
designed optimally for the specific needs of the military. One
respondent noted a remedial emphasis available iA military train=
ing and angther noted the optimum role of military job,training
would include transition services to the nonmilitany sector. The
strengths of military training are seen to be the nature of its
mission, its controlled environment, the fact that students earn
and learn at the same time, the use of competency-based instruc-
tioni and an ability to invest substantially in curriculum
development because of the size and resources of the military
estabLishment.

Government Training Prograins

The optimum role described for CETA by the Delphi respon-
dents was as a coordinator and broker of training for unique,
at-risk poPulations. Special attention was focused on the
provision-of basic skills, work values and attitudes, labor
market information, and specific occupational ski.O.s. The
,strengths of CETA were indicated to be their ability to leverage
resources from a variety of sources to help their students, their
single-purpose funetion, and their capacity to provide suppOrtive
service.

The optimum role of the Job Corps, was described by the
respondents as a highly structured alternative education and
training program'for those needing residential and multifaceted
programs. The strengths cited included the controlled environ-
ment, the targeted population, an3 the ability to motivate
Learners.



'For community-based organizations respondents noted the
distinction between the storeiront types of program and national
programs and organizations. The optimum roles mentioned were job
attitude and basic skills training, working with whole families,
and a broad-based approach to makiog a person employable. ,The
strengths of community-based organizations are in their service
to persons not served by other systems, their *community involve-
ment, and the provisions of important role models;

7
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'SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTbRE

A number of themes and issue areas are evident throughout
the DelAi,resultscand in much of the literature reviewed'by the
'project that seem to have important implications for the roles
and functions of voi.:ational education. This section attempts.to
summarize briefly several of the major themes and issues, to
describe some of the alternative positfons ot arguments related
to them, and Where possible, to identify some of their'potential
implications for vocational edUcation.,

, The Role of Vocational Education es a Component
of the Public Educatidn System

General Versus Specialized Skill Development

A key unresolved issue is the appropriate role of secondary-
level vocational education and whether it should give greater
emphasis to more genetally alplicable'skills or to more
specialized job skills. As noted earlier-in the report, severe
national problems growing out of declining economic development
and productivity growth, aria. rapid and dramatic technological
changes and occupational developments are.affecting the nature
and content of many jobs.and the skills and training needs of

workers.

Many'believe these changes pr6mise to increase-work special-
ization, With its attendant need .;:or highly specialized skill
development, and that this reGuires vocational education to
emphasize the`more immediate and pressiny emPloyment needs of
individuals and society: Others telieve.that these economic
conditions and technological changes require higher leveld of
basic skills and that the appropriate role of secondary level
voeat,ional educatiOn is-to emphashze development of,basic sand
generally applicable skills.

Anotherset of equally severe problems grows out of the
widespread'beliet that'the public,schools, have not'done an
adeguate job of.providing a good basicduration to students. As
noted above, this is felt to be occurring at exactly a time when
life and work are demanding even higher levels of skills,in basic
subject areas. This set of problems is reflected in long-term
declines in scholastic aptitude test score's and in employer
complaints about the lack of baSic skills and abilities among new
entrants to the labor market. It has resulted in a strong "back
to basics" movement throughout the nation and in the adoption4of
minimum competency standatds for graduation in many states. It

is putting additional pressure on secondary level votational
1

.
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eqiuc4tion to strengthen longel-range educational goals and to
emphasize its role in improVing the broad educational preparat
and basic skills achievement.of students.

;.4hile this report cannot say precisely what proportion of -

vocational educators support the emphasis.of specialized skiil
development at the Second level of Vocational education, that
proportion is probably substaritiaL. ',In an earlier section of the
report, it was noted that many,feel that'ov "uhderinvestment in
human caNtal accounts for'current woeful rates of productivity
growth 'as much and perhdps.more than our underinvestmerit.in
machine capitil" (Carnevale' i.981). Like Carnevale,. 'they feei.
that "if we want ye. increase ecolohlic returns froM human caFital
investment, that investment must be more job specific";(P. 4).
Vocational education, it is argued, should give primary emphasis
to'-highly speCialized skill development. The more these,joh-
specific skills can be tied-to parei,cular employers, pieces of
eguipment,' or production pi-ocesses aLld the more'they Can'be
emplilasized in vocational education programs, the better.

A

There seems to be little,question tfN. this position and
direction has manv supporters among Onca.tiola,l educatOrs,in an
increasing number of states where "cus'tomiz 1 vocational'train-
ing," "industry-ariented programg,".and "made for-industry"
training have sprung up and are receiving corisid6table support
and backing.* Moreover, Stuart Rosenfeld ('1982) alarmed by
the few complaints expressed about the fundamental shift in
purpose from education to training represented by elle emergence

. of tliese types of programs. "
1

Perhaps the most recent eKample of vocatiOnal education's
expected responsiveneSs-to national economi needs and the
related need for 5'pecidl?ted skill development is reflecteeln
the Vocational dnd Adult LductiOn Consolidation Act of 1982
(S. 2325), a bill,introduced, n the United.States Senate in March
1982 by Senator Orrin Hdtch. The purpose of the act is to. ,

authorize state and nationaliprograMs that wil4. promote economic
development. Part A--"Economic Development andskilled Wokk
Force Training'--k-or which /at least 30 percent of the
appropriated funds must be/used, Las as 'its purpose assisting,
states "to provide vocatidhal education programs, projects,
services,.and activities that foster state and local economic
development by training Persons irL.he occupational skills needed.
by business and industre (p. S319E).

.*See, for example, the analysis and'description of statewide
effors in Mississippi', South Carolina, North Carolina, Oklahoma,
Colorado, and Massachusetts provided by Stevens (1982).
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In introducing the bill to the United States Senate, SenatOr
Hatch (1982) highlighted its purposes as follows:

Development of vocational skills and basic skills for
,persons,whose employment would sustain or improve work
force ipoductivity and econoMic growth

Modernize Vocationakand,adult education delivery systems
to better meet the national.need to provide trained
ind±viduals for employment related to national economic
growth and development

Redkrec.t. federal support to focus on the role of voca-
tional an adult education in economic development

Bring vocational and adult education more in tune with
our economic needs (p. S3193)

Nevertheless, it was noted in the previous section that the

preponderance of the evidence from the Delphi surveys suggest6
that there is a growing conensus that secondary-level vocational
education shcwld give greater emphasis to imprOved educational
prepatation and basic skills achievement. Support of this'posi-
tion. is also found in a growing body of literature and research.

Those holding this view, seem to feel t hat, while occupa-
tiOnal skills preparation should be provided, at least through
high school vocational edudation should emphasize educational

objectives. Individual student growth and development Should be

the focus with the aim being to prepare youth for a lifetime of
work in a dynamic economy where the only real certainty is the
certainty of change itself. Those advocates believe that educa-
tion is theend and the primary.purpose of secondary vocational

education is "to promote full human,development through exposure
of the learner to work experience as part of the education
process" (Silberman 1982, p. 299). For example, as Silberman
sees it, "the purpose of the work is to further the education of
the student; the work is subordinate to the edpcation process; it

is work for education" (p. 299).

Among all the' various education and training programs for
work, secondary school vocational education is felt to'be unique
in that "no other occupational training system seeks to enhance
general education" (Evans 1982, p. 267). Evans notes that only

50 percent Of secondary vocational education is classified as
"occupatifonal" and that vocational high school students spend
one-halflto three-fourths of their time in general education
classes. %As Walsh (1979). points out:

VocationaLeaucation fdr.students who have not yet
-enteired the labor market on a full-time basis is
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only-one component of.a total education program--a
component that stresses preparation for employment.
The immediate objective of such a program is not
economic but educational in nature . . . it is
exploratory in nature, because one f the principal
objectives of education is to inc ase student options.
This does not mean that students should not be trained
in specific occupations . . . but skills training is
not the sole objective--or even the most important
oojective--of an education program with a vocational
component. (p. 238)

Paul Barton (1981), suggests that .federal policy should
capitalize on this unique educational capacity. It should
"encourage the maximum inteyration possable between vocational
instruction and general education" (p. 19) because this would
increase general education opportunities for those terminating
their_ education with high school and expand vocational offerings
to those planniny to,go on to postsecondary education:

Lester Thurow (1979) believes that vocational education
shguld offer development of saleable,Skills in some areas. But
he also ,feels that the literacy standards and standards of
"industrial discipline" for vocational education students must be
as high or higher than those of students who come from academic
education tracks.

Barton (1981) feels that the -first priority is fot vocation-
al education to "be good education--in reading, in writing, in
computing, in listening, and in problemso1ving"-(p. 9). It has
a responsibility, he feels, for ensuring' that young people ar'e
equipped with the basic skills needed for employment, as well as
for life. "No one who talks with employers,can miss getting the
message that they are concerned about basic skills and count them
as much a part of employment preparation as specific occupational
skills" (Barton 1981, p. 68).

Ironically, some of the yreatest interest and concern about
the educational goals and effects of vocational education seems
to come from the public and, in particular, from employers in
business and industry. Consider, 'for example, that in a recent
survey of 775 manuiacturers and members of the National Associa-
tion of Manufacturers, Nunez and Russ11 (1981),report that few
of the respondents selected support for economic development or
increased collaborative retraining efforts as areas of vocational
education that most need improvement.* Instead, 63 percent

*These results do not necessarily mean the respondents do not
endorse these activities; they may think that other improvemepts
are more important, and/or that vocational education is already
doing an adequate job in these areas.
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stressed.teaching of the basics as the most important improvement
that secondary vocational education should make. Moreover, 40
percerd also felt 'this was most important for postsecondary
vocational education, as well. As Nunez and Russell point out:

Many manufacturers believe that the young population's
mastery of reading, writing, and computing skills is
unsatisfactory. Basic skills, employability skills, and
occupational skills are all seen by manufacturers as
important employee attributes . . . are regarded as
vital preparation for work . . . and are not perceived
as mutually exclusive. (p. xi)

A broad-based survey (McKinney et al. 1981) of over 5,000
respondents in 62 local education agencies in seven states
reports that "in general,.job-related placement is not belieyed
to be the primary purpose of secondary vocational education
programs by educators, students, parents, or employers" (p. xix).
The survey found that the greatest percentage of respondents
ranked the goals of secondary vocational education in the
following order of descending importance:

1.: Provide skills needed to obtain a job
2. 'Create awareness of various occupations
3. Provide an opportunity to explore various jobs
4. Place students in jobs related to training
5. Place students in jobs not necessarily related to

training

Useem (1982) reports that, much as with other employers
across the country, "high technology executives believe that
schools are not .doing a particularly good job in training
students in basic subject areas" (p. -26). She further reports:

.Although educators accuse industry of wanting to turn
their schools into narrow technical trade institutes,
what employers want first is students who have.thorough
grounding in writing, reading, mathematics, science,
problem solving and critical thinking. (ibid.)

Peter Elliman's (1982) comments at the annual vocational
educator's workshop in Florida allow us to look behind some,of
the survey statistics and gain insight into how some employers
feel about vocational education. Elliman is general manager of
Lucas CAV FIE, a multi-billion-dollar, inLernational conglomerate
with operations in thirty-five countries. Elliman notes that

As I look at vocational schools, I'm a little concerned
with some of the things I've seen that you're attempting
to do, concerned that vocational schools are overarching
themselves [emphasis added]. We were talking last night
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aoout training in laser Lechnology. I've never yet met
vocational teachers who were qualified to teach laser
technology. I say that because I have a great deal of
difficulty with that area in industry, and we work every
day trying to keep up with the technologY. Why are you
concerned with that? Surely your role is to teach thc,
basics, and not to get that far advanced into all these
peripheral areas. . . . Your role as a teacher is to
maximize the potential of any individual. I believe
that is your only goal. Whether the potential for a
student is to become president of the company or to be a
dishwasher, your job as an educator is,to get the most
out of that person. .(p. 14)

Moreover, such highly specialized skills have limited appli-
cation and use. The more specific they become, the less trans-
ferable they are to other occupations. Thus, it is argt-1, that,
heavy emphasis of highly specialized job skills at the secondary
school level can significantly reduce or restrict student work-
related options. Moreover, as Stuait Rosenfeld (1982),points
out:

The more specialized and technical the skills, the more
difficult _it is for the public schoOls tostay current
with rapidly changing technologies--to the point where
even vocational admihistrrators are wondering how they
can keep pace. Equipment and course materials grow ob--
solete quickly. (p. 47)

These problems have been well documented in two recent studies
conoucted by Useem (1981 and 1982) and they are cited in the
ReCerences to this report.

Thus, it is argued that the idea that one set of occupation-
al skills can be learned once and should last a lifetime is no
longer valid-,-if indeed it ever was valid. Rather, there is a
need to help students prepare not only for a job, but for work
careers characterized by change.

While schools cannot prepare students for all unknown future
contingencies, it does seem reasonable to expect them to help
students develop generally applicable-, transferable skills and
individual attributes to levels of proficiency useful in a wide
range of situations. By such development they may be adaptable
and better able to perform successfully in changing environnents.
Additionally, to the extent: that students are able to transfer
their skills and knowledge effectively, the time and costs
associated with supplemental ttaining or retraining should be
reduced and should reflect a savings to employers and individuals
alike (Pratzner 1978).



Perhaps most importantly from a practical perspective, it is

argued that it doesn't make sense for vocational education to
focus on specialized skill development at a time when jobs simply

do not exist. A national uneAployment rate currently averaging a
record 10.7 percent--with every likelihood that itscould go even
higher in the next months--together with projections for signifi-
cant national economic recovery ranging from five to seven years
in the future, mean th:t specific jobs are not now available and
are not likely to become available for some time in the future.

Under these conditions, it is argued that vocational educa-
tion should strengthen development of broadly applicable, funda-
mentalskills (e.g., reading, writing, speaking, listening, com-
puting, science, problem solving, critical thinking, decision
making) that are likely to be needed for effective performance in

a wide range of new and emerbing occupations when the economy
turns around and,jobs do become aVailable. A recent National
Assessment of Educational Progress (1982) report points out that
these kinds of skills, now considered "high level" by educators,
are likely to be,come "basics" for workers in the future. The re=
port cautions that, "clearly we are nôtccultivating the raw mat=
erials--our future wdrkers--who will be vital both for economic
progress and ultiMately for economic survival."

Robert Taggart (forthcoming) notes that "basic academic
competencies are a determinant of success in even a tight labor
market,, but these skills become more critical in a recession when
employers push up their credential requirements" (p. 11). He

feels that economic conditons have changed so markedly in the
last two years, they have altered the needed prescriptions. "It

now makes sense to . , . prepare for future jobs through educa-
tion rather than for immediate jobs through training. . . .

Whereas occupational skills training can be wasted if there is no
immediate placement in training related employment, education can
be stockpiled becaus.e it is transferable" (p.12). Taggart

recommends that

Given what we know about the importance of education in
the employment equation, and the logical imperative of
focusing on transferable competencies in a slack labor
market when specific jobs are not available, the most
obvious large-scale initiative should be a national
"Competencies Crusade". which would provide basic skills
for the up to 30 million adults and young adults who are
functionally illiterate A national, state, or
local "Competencies Crusade" would . . . prepare the
work force so that five years from now when the economy
recovers, When there are few entry workers, and When the
new growth occupations becane cleari, workers will be
ready to take advantage of the opportunities.

(p. 16-17)
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The Role Of the Private Sector
in Public Vocational Education

A major issue closely, related to the issue of whether
secondary vocational education should emphasize general or
specialized skills concerns the appropriate role of business,
industry, and labor in secondary school programs. While this
issue does not appear to be as pervasive or devisive an issue as

the skills issue discussed previously, several authors note the

need for cautious and thoughtful consideration of the involvement
of the private sector.

Historically, business, industry, and labor have played a

significant role in shaping public vocational education. Their
continued involvement is,felt by many to be critical if voca-
tiOnal education is to keep current with the latest technological
and occupational developments in the labor market.

It was pointed out earlier in this report that the need for

continued and improved coordination, articulation and involvement
of business, industry, and education is highlighted by a growing
fear that development of this nation's human resources is not

keeping pace with rapid developments in other ar'eas. A serious

and growing iMbalance between available jobs and trained tech-
nical workers may stifle the rapid application of high technology
and choke national efforts aimed-at economic revitalization.

The Joint Economic Committee Of the United States Congress
(1980) feels that increased involvement of business, industry,
end eaucation is needed for occupational training to keep current

with the latest technological and occupational developments in
the labor market. They note that labor market changes

Suggest.the neel for continued examination of the rela-

tionship between work and education . . . new links must

be forged between education institutions, training pro-

grams, and private employers. . . . The future employ-
ment market will require not only competency in the
basic skills, but also attention to increasingly complex
job related skills that enable employees to adapt to
chanyinij techndlogy, employmel4t patterns and job oppor-

tunities. (p. 26)

In hearings on the reauthorization of vocational education
before the United States House of Representatives, Anthony
tarnevale (ASTD 1982) testified on behalf of the American Society
fo-r Training and Development that, "the content of training

intended to be responsive to specific job needs should be
governed by the training specifications of employers" (p. 2).

He went on to say:
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Employers are the ultimate consumers of vocational
training and should be the principal influence over
curriculum content in education and training for oc-
cupations. In order to close the gap between skills
taught 'by vocational education institutions and job
specific skill requirements, ASTD favors a range of
incentives to proMote greater collaboration between
vocational education institutions and private firms.

On the other gide of the issue, Silberman (1982) feels that

The assumption that gredter cooperation of education,
training, and employment services with business and
industry will reduce unemployment and better match the
supply of skilled graduates to the needs of the labor
market, makes education and training the servant of the
labor market;.it is education for work. (p. 298)

While Paul Barton (1981) feels that to serve students,
secondary vocational education has to equip them "in light'of
what works in the market place" (p. 9), he *agrees with Silberman.
He feels that "twelve years of education is for more than just
finding a first job in the skill that was studied last in high
school" (p. 16). He also notes that

Education is responsible for making independent judge-
ments about what constitutes an education, and in no way
should become subservient to narrowly defined needs of.
individual employers. Its aim is vocational preparation
to launch a lifetime of work, not to shape a worker for
a narrow set of skills good'for only one employer.
(p. 10)

In his discussion of customized, industry-oriented voca-
tional education programs, Stuart Rosenfeld (1982) cautions that:,,

It would be unfortunate if this impoverished, big-
business oriented fonm of vocational education became
the goal of all programs, particularly in.the high
schools where aspirations and attitudes are the stock in
trade and opportunities can be so effectively exPanded
or cut off. And it would be sadder still if public
funds earmarkedfor schools were diverted to programs
that can barely be called "education", for companies
that are not particularly interested in anything but
higher profits. (p. 48)
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Secondary and Postsecondary Articulation

Improved articulation between secondary and postsecondary
vocational education is a major area of concern with potentially
siynificant implications for the future. Most of the DeLphi
survey respondents and much of the literature and xesearch
suygests that cooperative training programs between vocational
education and business and industry are effective ways to provide
occupational preparation. Most seem to agree that while these
kinds of training arrangements are fairly common, they can and
should be extended and improved. Less common, and at least
equally important, are cooperative job training provisions
between secondary schools and postsecondary community colleges
and technical institutes.

Two related reasons for seeking greater articulation between
secondary and postsecondary vocational education were noted.

,First, the energence and growth of two-year, postsecondary
institutions, beginning in the late 1950s and early 1960s,
significantly broadened the institutional context within'which
public vocational education operates. With the growth and
accessibility of two-year, postsecondary institutions, high
schOol has become less of a "terminal" education program than it
once was for many students. While.it is true that many students
drop out before completing high school and others leave high
school for immediate employment, many go directly into two-year
postsecondary programs, and many others return at a later time to
two-year institutions or combine employment with a postsecondary
_education.

In fact, Campbell, Gardner, and Seitz (1982) point out
that "a majority of high school graduates, both vocational and
nonvocationalenroll in some type of postsecondary program"
(p. ix) . Moreover, these investigators report finding "no
pattern of significance that suggested that.more intensive
vocational preparation [in high school] was systematically
associated with reduced levels of postsecondary attendance" (p.
ix).

The fact that high school is no longer the "terminal"
education program it once was, together with the growth of
two-year, postsecondary institutions and a range of other
education and job training opportunities available to adults
(e.g., apprenticeship, military, and business and industry
training proyrams), has two related consequences. First, it
points out that vocational education in the United States has
developed, by and large, into:an adult enterpriSe. Second, it
highlights the need to clarify the' role and*function of voca-
tional education at both secondary and postsecondary.levels.
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In the United States, youngsters who are not going on to

college and professional careers can simply wait until they' et

older'and leave high school to obtain formal preparation for

work, they can try to-obtain part-time work While still in hig

school and hope to learn skills and knowledge that cantlead to

full-time work in decent jobs, or they can' enroll in a high

school vocational education program. Secondary level vocational

education is virtually,the only formal system of job training

available to youth in this country. It is the mainstream system

for youth to obtain education and training for work that requires

less than a baccalaureate degree.

While there are other avenues to "employment" for youth--

such as through family connecseions or part-time jobs--there are

no other avenues to education and training for work for the great

majority of youth in this country who have not yet reached the

age for high school graduation. All of the major job training

programs, such as those offered through apprenticeship, the.

military, employers, proprietary schools, and community colleges

are.adult._programs. They are only available to adults or, to

older youths who have completed high school and/or are at least

seventeen-to-eighteen years of age.

For a minority of youth whose family income is below the

federal poverty level, Job Corps and other training programs are

available under CETA. However, .CETA programs are only available

to eligible participants; they are primarily employment rather

than training programs; the options, duration, and quality of the

training actually provided through CETA is minimal and largely

of a remedial nature; and those most knowledgeable about CETA

training now call for greater reliance on and use of mainstream

institutions and training programs to provide preparation for

work (Taggart 1980).

Second, tight money supplies at all levels, declining school

enrollments and new entrants to the labor market, problems

associated with replacing obsolete equipment and facilities with

new and expensive technology, and the difficulties of retaining

high quality faculty in the face of higher salaries and improved

benefits in business and industry are among the practical con-

cerns that seem to many to mitigate against high quality,

specialized skill training within secondary schqols. Instead,

far greater consideration than has been'the case to date should

be given to copperative types of arrangements for technical skill

training.*

*An examination of various kinds of cooperative arrangements

among several types of job preparation institutions is provided

in the commissioned paper prepared by Paul Barton, and included

in Appendix B.
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Third, much of the literature and the Delphi surveys sug-
gest the kinds of distinctions between.secondary and post-
secondary vocational education as shown in figure 2. These kinds
of distinctions reflect the position that because specialized
skill training typically is located at the end of general
education, much of specialized vocational skill development
should occur at the postsecondary level. These distinctions
suggest further that perhaps vocational education is best thought
of in terms of an individual's developMental prodess. This
process extends beyond the bounds of either institutional
setting, and while secondary- and postsecondary-level vocational
goals and programs are quite different, it is these differences

Secondary Postsecondary

This level of program is
driven by 'individual need§;
it tries to match programs
to individuals; its goal is
educational; its program is
exploratory.

To meet its goal, the pro:-
gram must--

(a) be suited to individual
needs, interests, and
abilities, and

(b) offer the widest pos-
sible range of occupa-
tional experiences.

If it increaSes student
Options and is suited to
individual needs, interests,
and abilities, then students
completing this program
should be expected to pursue
a very wide range of employ-
ment and educational
options.

:Phis level of program is,
driven by labor parket needs;
it tries to match in4viduals
with programs; its gobl is
training; its program is
specialized job-skills
development.

To meet its goal, the pro gram
must provide specialized
technical skills related to
actual and anticipated
opportunities for gainful
employment.

If the program meets society's
needs for skilled workers and
is related to actual and
anticipated opportunities for
employment, then graduates
should have high placement in
occupations related to
training.

Figure 2. Distinctions between Secondary and,
Postsecondary VOcational Educationf.
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that permit the two leVels of programs to be viewed as
complementary components of this larger individual dElVelopment

process and of a larger instructional sequence. Thu&-it:would
seem that neithesécondary nor postsecondary vocational programs
alone are sufficient. Instead, provision of a broad-based
vocational education program can be viewed developmentallY\ and
both levels of programs can compliment each other as logical
components of a coordinated and articulated instructional

sequence.

Secondary -schools plight consider supporting and making
'greater use of the faculty, facilities, and programs of theSft

postsecondary institutions for\their studentg who seek special-
ized job preparation. CooperatiVe arrangements can be made
whereby these students can leave their high schools for part \of
days and/or parts of years*to obtain specialized j6b training\at
nearby community colleges and technical institutes.

Among the potential advantages of such secondary-
postsecondary cooperatiVe training, programs'are the following:

Potential cost,reductions realized th,rough consolida-
tion and elimination qf unneceSsary duplication of
expensive faculty, equipment, Tacilities, and pro-
grams at both levels

dreater coordination and articulation between secon-
dary and postsecondary curriculum and instruction'
leading to greater training efficiencies as reflected
,in such things as credit and advanced-standing for
high school students in subsequent postsecondary-
level training, and the reduction of duplication and
wasted instructional time for both students and

institutions

High school students.learning adult job skills in

adult environments surrounded by and interacting with
appropriate adult role models

More instructional time and resources available at
the secondary level so that vocational education can
be available to all students as an alternative in-
structional technique for improving broad, education-
al and career objectives such as improving technolog-
ical and economic literacy; application, practice,
and transfer of basic skills to practical pursuits;
development of appropriate work values, attitudes,
and habits; knowledge of one's interests, abilities,
and needs; career choice and knowledge of how to acc-

ess further education, training, or employment
effectively; and development of avocational interests

and skills
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The Role pf Vocational Education as a
Component of the Nation"s Job Training System

one of the most important and least understood roles of
vocatiohal education is its role as a componeneof the nation's
decentralized education and job training system. As the nation
enters the decade of the 1980s, it does not have a "coordinated"
system to,provide education and training for work, nor does it
have a "comprehensive and unified" human resource development
Lolicy to ?vide its efforts in meeting the employment and train-
ing needs of its citizens.

Instead, it,has developed a wide array of diverse and'essen-
tially independent, uncoordinated employment and training-related
.alelWiesr programs, and services. These include the key agencies
arid programs that were discussed briefly in the previous section._

6ollectively, these agencies and programs are a very large
and very Jiverse enterprise spending billions of dollars annual-
ly. Stfich huge diversity in programs and services is not neces-
t%arily bad; it cdn epntribute to the broader..goal cif providing'
mult4ple service deliveyers at the local itwel so that individu-
als A different age's or stages of their lives have options that
-teet their sppe.i.fic develobmental and employment needs. But much'

of tln rotential -7alue of thii, diversity may he lost because of
the independence with which they operate'and the apparent 'lack of
.loaels, incentives, or mandates for effective collaboration, co- '

operatiOn, or liilY.age.

1

1

r

noreover, the smorgasbord ofc extant programs and services I
complicates developm&nt of a comprehensive policy for human re-

N,
source development and contrillites to the creation of a "vicious

cycle." On the One halid, as noted by the National Commission on,
Lmployment and Unemployment Statistics (Frazer 1980), "Inadequate;
information on the utilization and effectiveness of the education I
and training programs further hinders _the formulation of public
policies is promote the effective use of our human resources" (p.

65). On tle other hand, lack of a comprehensive'human resource I
de\41opme4 pOlicy nay lessen the potential Impact and contribu-
tions of these prognams and services to the eduCation, employ-
ment, and training needs ofthe nation.

6 I
Sixteen years ago, Howard Rosen (1966) observed that

we -casually accept the fact that millions of our workers
zire learning their skflls in a haphazard and inefficient
manner. As a nation, we have never faced the fact that
we were tolerating an unequal training program that was
either bypassing millions of future workers or was pro-
viding them with inadequate skills and education., The
'preparation'of workers for jobs has been almost left to
happenstance. We have tolerated shoddy workmanship and
incompetency even though we possess the ;ability to train
the best qualified labor force in the world. (p. 45)
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Charles Stewart (1980) expressed many of the same 'views
Rosen, suggesting that.not much hae changed in the last sixtee
years, and noting that "no other major indUstriaI country evi-
dences such narrowness in training policies and program§ or such
apparent lack of concern over the risks 'of failing to take ade-
quate measures for enhancing work skills for productivity and' for
adaptability" (p. 62):

In Herbert Striner's view (1982):

Nothing so encapsulates our nation's problems as'our -

traditional shortsighted unwillingness -to-provide ade-
quate funds for developing the skills 1-icess1ary for.an
effective labor force. Refusing to invest,sufficiently
.in all sorts of vocational'education and training is-
more than just being penny-wise and pound foolish. It

is refusal to face up to the fundamental requirements of'
a major technological society: to support the cdntinu=
ing investment necessary to provide an up-to-date,labor
force. (p. 24) a

Given the magnitude of the econOmic, technological, and
demographic changes in our economy and sopiety, Striner (1980)
concludes that

We must adopt a philosophr, supported by the necessary
legislation and funds, which.eees education and training:
throughout our life as an absolutel,, necessarY national
investment strategy, or we will conl.inue to be plagued
by unemployment, underemployment, low productivity, and

'inflation. (p. 9)

Silberman (1982) notes:
/ ,*

Host poncymatcers agree that the effective deN:AelOpment

of vocationa,1 shills in both young and adult members of
our society cannot succeed through the lone efforts of
the public schodls. The very nature of the task re-
quires the cooperative efforts of employers, unions, .

government, education', and other commbnity-based organi-
zations, each performing what it does best: The
resources and an attitude among legislators tha waste

all levels. (p: .279) .

Taggart (1981) feels that if the employability problems of
youth and adults are to be cured rather than simply mitigated;
"it is necessary to pay much more conscious attention to, and
place more priority on, human resource development" (p. 361).
he feels that."there needs to be a new,vision of what can be or
should 'be achieved in the future through human resource develop-
ment" (p. 338).
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Taggart, Silberman, and pavid each offer similar thoughts
-and recommendations about the need for and development of a
comprehensive human resource development policy. In Taggart's
vieW (1981):

e must begin thinking about long-term impacts and
"quantum lelps," not just immediate outcomes and mar07'
nal,gains. A stable training system is needed rather
than an ever changing array of separate training pros,/

grarls. There must he rong-term -strategies, both locally
and nationally, a range of new opportunity tracks . . .

quality, not lust quantity, needs to be emphasized.
(p. 10)

Silberman (1982) feels "that "fragmented programs wherein one
needs a local coordinating council to put pieces together that
shduld never have leen separated in the first place show the need
'or legislative reform at state and federal levels" (p. 305). he

rt;commends that

a centralized preventative ,approach to reducing fragmen-
tation of programs is necesliary; there is little hope
that local cooperative action will remedy the jurisdic-
tional prollems ensuing from 'proliferating programs at
the state and federal levels. . . . lf policymakers did
a riore thoreugh job, many local problems of cooperation
and coordination would be avoided. (p. 305)

Penry David (National Institute of,Eirtication 1981) believes
that one of the most important-signals for.program coordination
is provided by the Vocational Education and the CFTA Amendments
of 1976 in the charge given to the National Advisory Council on
Vocational Education, the state advisory councils, and the

4 7ational Commission on Employment Policy. That charge is'

to identify training needs and assess the extent to
which all the programs conducted under all the pertinent
federal programs represent a consistent, integrated, and
coordinated approach to meet'ng such needs . . . [it]

may be said to invite the adoption of a new conception
of a comprehensive and unifie3 federal policy for human
resource development and employment. (p. v-26)

Such a charge poses a formidable challenge. We know
surprisingly little about the current structure of education and
training opportunities for work and how well this structure
serves the needs of individuals and the labor market. It is
clear, however, that in a decade of tight money supplies at all
levels, shortlges of new labor market entrants and declining
labor Force gFowth rates, 6lisplacement of growing numbers of
adult workers, and high rates of unemployment and underemploy-
:ent, vocational education will need to learn a great deal more
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about the decentrali2ed.education, traininsl, and employment
delivery system of which it is a key part. This is especially
important-if vocational education is to capitalize appropriately
on the strengths and speciali2ations of various agencies and
institutions and to establish effective linkages and articulation
for avoiding unnecessary and unplanned duplication and redundancy
in the delivery of programs and services.**

,*
An important step toward obtaining such information was

c_chieved through the first in a series of Annual Policy Forums
conducted by the National Center in October 1981. This.Policy
Forum was the first attempt to exaMine comprehensively the

.contributions of this country's diverse education and training

,

institutions to the common goal of preparing workers for the

iworld of work. The proceedings of the Policy Forum=-Job Training

.
for Youth: The Contributions of the United States Employability
Development System (Taylor, Rosen, and Pratzner 1982)--provide a

single source document of authoritative, in-depth chapters des-
c-ribing each of the key education and training sectors. Each of

the chapters was prepared by experts in each sector. The editors
have included explicit policy implications and recommendations
related to each sector.

** The paper commissioned by this project and prepared by Paul
P.arton addresses this set of issues related to linkages and
articulation among vocational agencies, and suggests a number of

potential ways in which linkages could be strengthened. The

1 paper is included as Appendix b.



CorCLUSIONS

Throughout the report we have attempted pp show that econom-

ic conditions, technological change, and demographic shifts have
'had and will continue to have significant effects on the'role and

function of vocational education. Without a doubt, the dominant
effect has been to move vocational education toward greater
emphasis on the development of highly specialized skills for

speqfic ocCupations. Vocational educators are being, urged to

expand specialized skill training in high technology areas, to
play a vital role in state and local economic recovery plans, and
aggressively to seek ways to increase the involvement and coop-

eration of business and industry in their programs. ,

At the same time, there seems to be a growing consensus

among an increasing number of knowledgeable people that the eco-

nomic, technological, demographic, and educational conditions in

the nation,require secondary and postsecondary vocational pro-

crams to serve different roles and functions. The consensus

among this group, though by no means clear and widely articulat-

ed, seems to be that vocational edOcation at the secondary level

should be inteurated better with general education and that em-

phasis shculd be on the development of broadly applicable skills
useful to all students in a wide range of future occupations.
V:hile the focus should be on strencjthening vocational education's

contributions to general education, preparation in broad occupa-

tional areas (rather than in specific jobs) should be available

to secondary students who choose it and can benefit from it.

uany seem to support this direction and emphasis at

the postsecondary level, the dominant theme seems to be that
postsecondary vocational programs should expand their capacity to

serve a broader clientele and a broader range of training needs.

By and large, postsecondary institutions are urged to work more

closely with business and industry to emphasize and improve pro-

grams for highly specialized%5kill development, especially those

needed in new and emerging occupations in the service sector and

in high technology areas.

It is highly rrobable that these issues and distinctions
will continue to be at the heart of dialogue and debates about
the roles and functions of vocational edUcation throughout this

decade. It is hoped that this report will help to stimulate and
contribute constructively to that dialogue.

To that end, we would like to pose a number of policy impli-

cations and rluestions that have been raised or are implicit in

the report. They are not exhaustive lists, merely suggestive of

some of the kinds of policy issues and questions that will need

to be addressed ultimately, either by conscious choice or by

default. rinally, we conclude by noting several areas of needed

research.
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:,ome Policy Implications

If vocational education is to strengthen its technical skill
development capacity significantly, a number of policy implica-

tions seem evidert. Lt a minimum:

Substantial federal,and state vocational funds must
be earmarked for updating and modernizing vocational
education equipment and facilities at both secondary
and postsecondary levels in order to reflect tech-
nological and occupational changes in the labor
r-arket adequutely.

Federal legilation should target funds for special-
ized skitls training to those most in need; that is,
to displaced and unemployed adult workers and to
poor, disadvantaged youth.

Federal anli state vocational legislation must also
emphasiLe and provide funds to supplement salaries
for vocational faculty in new and.emerging occupa-
tional areas in order to make their salaries more
competitive with those available in business and

in(lustry. Additionally, funds should be earmarked to
support a variety of approaches for updating and
retraining vocational faculty in new technological
developilents and occupational changes in their fields

of expertise.

Federal vocational legislation should include pro-
visions requiring close and significant cooperation
and involvement of vocational education in state and
local economic recovery plans. Included in these
provisions should be requirements for demonstrating
that vocational education programs are responsive to
national, state, and local labor market demands,
especially in areas of critical skill shortages, and

that they are sensitive to the other sources in their
areas that supply trained workers.

Feleial and state vocational legislation should en-

courage even greater collaboration and involvement
than it now does of business, industry, and labor in
all aspects of vocational education programs.

lf, on the other hand, vocational education is to strengthen
its educational role at the secondary level significantly and is

to seek to improve the educational achievement of students, then

a very different set of policy implications will follow. At a

lederal thould more clearly define and
distinguish the principal roles and functions of
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vocational education at the secondary and post-
secondary levels, and funding provisions should
reflect these key differences.

Federal and state vocational legislation must empha-
size and provide funds for upgrading and retraining
vocational faculty in the .latest techniques and
approaches for teaching a br,91&d range of fundamental

The evaluation criteria in the current federal voca-
tional law must be revised. Instead of training-
related,placement and employer satisfaction, alter-
native measures of educational achievement will be
needed as success criteria.

Federal vocational leqislation should incilude provi-
sions and should earmark funds for secondary and
postsecondary institutions to establish joint,
collaborative arranger-ents whereby postseCond'ary
institutions can provide preparation in specific job

skills for secondary students who choose tO pursue
job training and can Lenefit from it.

Federal and state vocational legislation should

encourage and provide funds for a broad range of
research, development and dissemination activities
focusing on new and innovative techniques for

improving educational skill achievement in vocational
education programs and for developing more effective
methods and techniques for measuring the educational
achievement and outcomes of vocational education.

Some Questions

What should be the optimum role and function of each of

the major programs or agencies engaged in job preparation?
What changes will be required in current programs if these

roles and functions are pursued?

How do the optimum roles and functions of each agency or

program influence which problems of national importance
and priority will be addressed and how they will be

addressed?

To what extent should those various job preparation agen,---
cies and .programs be coordinated and articulated? How can

greater articulation be achieved?



What should be the role of business, industry, and labor
in public vocational education, and what in particular,
should be their role in public secondary vocational
education?

low can. public vocational educationdoetter measure and
demonstrate its labor market effects and its educational
effects?

,

4
Sor,e Areas oY Needed Research

It should be olwiou-s--tha=t-en el the questions posed in the
previous section has a broad research and develppment agenda iM-

plicit in it. Each of these agendas will not 1 itemiztd.
Instead, two areas will he discussed briefly t at were touche&-on
in the report. These two areas especially se m to warrant future
research and development by vocational educa ors.

I/

The Educational Effects of Vbcational Education

There is very ljttle research and evidence related to the
educational goals and effects of vocational education. What lit-
'tle evidence is available shows mixed resultS, and few firm con-
clusions can be reached on the basis of this evidence.

One reason for the lack of a strong impact of vocational

1
education on basic skills achievement may be that vocational pro-
grams currently spend little time on the development of these
skills. For example, Palasz and Pehm (forthcoming) report the
results of 200 hours of observation of 168 students' time on task
in ten vocational education classes. Their results, shown in
filure 3, indicate that these students spent very little time on
basic skills. In fact, they spent about as much time on "breaks"
as they did on basic skills, and slightly more time on "employ-
ability skills" than on setting up and cleaning up the shop or
laboratory facilities.

related reason may be the way in which basic skills have
been traditionally lefined and measured. When defined at all,
basic skills are usually defined by example--typically as read-
ing, writing, and/or arithmetic. Sometimes, however, these
deanitions may include only one of the above skill areas, and
other times they may include different sets of skills. Besides
Lhe obvious confusion this causes in the rhetoric on basic
skills, tle more important problem with this kind of definition-
Ey-example is that it does not answer the fundamental question of
what 'lakes any skill basic. In the absence of a clear definition
of basic skills, much of what is thought and done about their
developent Nay be relatively ineffective.
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Figure 3. Average Percentages of Time Spent On or Off Task in
All Classes During Two Weeks of Observation

It seems clear that there is nothing inherent in the nature
of skills to suggest that some are basic and some are not. .

Rather, it seems, it is_the range of potential application and
use of a skill that allows one to sort out or characterize_gome-
skills as more basic or general skills. Obviously-i-the
application and use of a skill_ can_rangen specific, limited
application and use_ta broad-or widespread application and use.

ba-sic skill-s-eanbe-defIned-as-those-skills-havIng- the-
broadest applications and multiple uses. Potentially, they are
highly transferable skills that are useful in a wide range of
situations.

Given this definition, it is apparent that what is termed
basic skill is relative. There is no fixed list or set of basic
skills waiting somewhere to be discovered. Their "babicness" is
a function of their range of potential application and use.

One implication of the foregoing definition--versus the
traditional definition-by-example--is that more skills should be
appropriately thought of as basic skills. Certainly, reading,
writing, and computation are important basic skills, but so are
listening and speaking, problem solving, decision making, and a
long list of others that are useful in a wide range of life and



work settinls, lut often are r9t thought of as basic skills.
Thus, one line of research sucgested by this alternative view of
basic skills is the systematic identification of skills needed to
perform successfully in a wide range of life and work situations.

'Th iroa1er lefinition of basic skills suggested here im-
plies that their development does not fall conveniently into any
one program or service area of the school. It s a total school
responsibility, not just,the concern of the elementary school or
of a.single discipline area within the school. The risk 11;re is
that the combination of the broader based definition and deriva-
tion of basic skills with the compartmentalization and disciplin-
ary base of educationespecially secondary educationcould
easily mean that the development of basic skills is not seen as
manymmts cATUrit rpc_ponsibility. A-xange of research, develop-
pent, and policy analyses is needed at the elementary and
secondary school level to better identify the specific skills
various school rrograms and levels are attempting to develop, to

.
uncover commonalities among programs ang levels, and to develop
improved policies and approaches to ensure more systematic
development of critical skills.

Additionally, more research and development attention needs
to be-given to mastery learning and teaching for transfer as ways
of increasing the range of functional applicability and useful-
ness of slills. Renewed research Interest should be given to the
stuay of mastery learning and the transfer of learning. At A
miniun, it see:as highly desirablethat schools provide learners
with opportunities to reflect on what is beIng learned and to
practice the application_and-use of skills and knowledge under a
wide variety_o_L-onditions and circumstances so that the poten-

m_td-a+-16X-transfer and wider use of those skills in various and
novel situations is increased. It also seems desirable to inform
learners that skills developed to levels of mastery are poten-
tially broadly applicable skills, and to provide them with a
range of examples or instances in which the skills they are
developing could be applied. In so doing, learners Should be
informed of the skillS they have acquired, their leVel of pro-
ficiency ih those skills, and of skills not acquired or not ,de-
velcipe(i t(7) triaher levelz of proficIenoy that represent remaImi-ng
developmental needs anl that should serve as personal objectives
for tho continuous learning of the individual.

Statewile tests of minimum compet\encies for graduation are
1,oinq developed and suggest alternatille and perhaps more meaning-
ful atO useful definitions of "basic" Skill areas. Research and
tievelopme nt may be of value to examine minimum competency test
results systematically across states that now use these tests.
Comparisons of results on these tests with results on more tradi-
tional measures of so-called basic skills would be of interest.
:aditionally, comparisons of the perforMance of vocational, aca7
lemic, and general education students within and across states
could provide an alternative estimate of,the shills achievement
anti relative effectiveness of hirh schoolprograms.
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Articulation and Coordination in Vocational Fducation

The report points out that in times of tight money supplies
at all levels, the nation cannot afford to duplicate_expensive
vocational education training equipment, faculty, facilitiesi and

programs. This is especially true for public secondary and post-

secondary institutions.

Secondary vocational programs are reported to be declining

in quality as equipment and facilities become outdated and cannot

keep up with technological change and occupational developments

in the laLor market. If this trend continues, greater attention
and resources will be directed to postsecondary programs--
especially to meeting the retraining needs of an aging population

and the ever-increasing numbeis of displaced adult workers.
Moreover, secondary school enrollments will continue to drop and
faculty will leave for more lucrative jobs in industry. This

will most likely add to the demise of secondary-level vocational

programs. Additionally, the waste of time and resources of both
students andyinstitutions resulting from a lack of coordination

and articulation between secondary and postsecondary programs and

lack of mechanisms for getting advanced standing and credit for

relevant secondary vocational education and'training can no

lOnger be justified or tolerated.

Alternative models for the coordination or consolidation of

secondary and postsecondary technical skills training Should be
developed and their feasiblity should-be examined: Tor example,

research, development, and policy analyses should be conductedoto
examine alternative models for coordination or consolidation for

each of the types of arrangements currently in operation in the

states for providing public vocational education. Thus, for ex-

ample, in states whete vocational education is principally
offered through postsecondary programs, few major changes in de-

livery may be required. In states where both secondary and post-
secondary vocational programs operate in parallel (but are
independent and uncoordinated), and where secondary-level area
vocational/technical shcools are the dominant institutions,

coordination or consolidation could require substantial change

and may be impossible in all liut theory. For exaMple, consOli-

dation in these cases could require changing area schools into
postsecondary, associate's degree-granting institutions. In add-

ition, new types of co-op arrangements could be developed between
comprehensive (home) high schools and the new postsecondary in-
stitutions for specific occupational preparation of secondary
school students integrated with adult vocational preparation. In

any case, development of alternative models for meaningful sec-
ondary and postsecondary coordination or consolidation and exam-

ination of their feasiblity under various conditions could be ex-

tremely valuable undertakings.
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The decades of the 1980s will be difficult for the nation as
it struggles to reverse the decline in productivity growth, to
revitalize economic development, to adjust to rapidly changing
technological and_occupational developments, to reduce record
levels of unemployment and underemployment, and to accommodate
significant demographic shifts. Ul of our major institutions
will need to devise new approaches for dealing with old problems.

In education and training, new and innovative approaches and
programs will be needed. Where public vocational education
adapts to the changing social and economic context in which its
programs and services are required and delivered, it will become
a stronger and more viable educational and training enterprise.
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Youth Skill Development: Crazy Quilt or Desirable Diversity?

Vocational education, as used in this discussion, is

in lower case. It refers to skill development at that stage

when youth are preparing to enter employment, entering it,'

and becoming "established" in the work world, in a phrase

used by Marcia Freedman.

This paper identifies the many modes of skill devel-

opment. It includes' the,several forms of organized instruc-

tion in the public school and post-secondary educa.tion

systems. It extends, however, o the formal efforts at skill

development provided in non-school settings. It includes

as well a gray area between formal skill development and

work itself: the acquiring of skills through experience.

The first task is to develop a road map to youth

skill development. Its purpose is not to achieve statis-

tical accuracy in measuring the amount of skill development

in each area of the map,,* but to convey to the reader the

vast scope of skill develOpment and the many organizations

involved. The second is to examine this array of delivery

arrangements from the standpoint of Whether it should be

considered a "crazy quilt" that showslAittle rationality

in the allocation of effort, whether it instead represents

*There would be 'usefulness in this, but resources
were not avai]able for thir time-consuming enterprise.
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a desirable diversity, or whether there are better connec-

tions that could be made among its elements, that would

create a more effective total system.

The Road Map

It is not the purpose of this paper to provide an

up-to-date quantification of all the entries and exits in

the separate elements of the total skill development sys-

tem. That requires the piecing together of overlapping

data sets, with some of the pieces missing. And even the

best of attempts requires the use of studies made in

different years.* But it will aid the examination here to

identify the components, and assign some orders of magni-

tude where that is possible.

Occupational Skill
Development System

The General High School

The CoMprehensive High
School

The Area VOcational
Center

The Community College

Comment

About 11,000 offering fewer than
five vocational programs

About 5,000 such schools,offering
five or more vocational programs

About 1,400 offering vocational
instruction, with academic in-
struction received from regular
high schools (or elsewhere)

Over 700 two year institut.ions
offering both general and voca-
tional education

*One such comprehensive effort has been made for
adults, and partially for youth. See Worklife Transitions,
by Paul Barton and the National Institute for Work and Learn-
ing, McGraw-Hill, 1982.
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The Technical Institute

The Area Vocational
School

Specialized Vocational
Schools*

Proprietary Schools

N,

Private Employers

About 160 two year institutions
with primarily vocational and
technical education

About 500 post-secondary non-
degree granting institutions
offering only vocational. educa-
tion

About 300 offering training in
only one or two occupational
areas

ES'timates of enrollments in such
vocational, trade, business, and
flight schools range from 820,000
up, depending on the source

No count for all of industry is
available separately for youth

o Formal classroom

Formal on-the-job training

o Informal on-the-job training

Skills acquired through experience

Labor Organizations

Registered apprentice- About 300,000 enrolled
ship programs

Unregistered appren- About 200,000,enrolled
ticeship programs

Union education No separate estimates for
department courses young adults

Federal employment and A variety of delivery institu-
training programs tions involved

o On-the-job training Provided by private employers

Institutional training Provided'by vocational educa-
tion and "community-based
organizations"

*Data for these first seven taken krom the.AVA
Fact Sheet.
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Work experience

Vocational rehabili-
tation

Government Employers

Federal government

Armed forces

- Military training

- Voluntary education
programs

State and local
governments

Community Organizations

Churches

Y's and Red Cross

Civic groups

Social service groups

Correspondence instruction

National Home Study
Council member
schools

Other private schools

These programs have varying
amounts of skill development
content

Would include disabled and
handicapped youth; a variety
of institutions are used

No separate estimates of youth
trainees available (that I am
aware of)

Around 1.6 million

Around 575,000

-No estimates of youth training
available

Incluaes vocational offerings,
but no detailed statistics
available; for 1972 NCES esti-
mated total enrollments of all
ages and all kinds of courses
at over 10 million

Separate figures by age not
available; estimates below are
for all courses and all ages,
and al-e- for 1973

Over 1 million enrolled

About 250,000 enrolled

Federal and military Just under 2 million enrolled
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e Colleges and univer- About 400,000 enrolled
sides

o Business/industry About 30,000 enrolled

Private Instruction No estimates for youth

It should be said again that there is some overlap

among the above categories, and, as indicated, it is often

not possible to break out the youth or occupational compo-

nent. But the map is adequate to give a rough idea of the

breadth and diversity of the present skill development

system.

How Much.Order Should We Seek?

What should we make of the fact that the imparting

of work skills occurs in so many different places? Is

this diversity a good thing or is it wasteful? Is there

too much duplication of effort, or does our system have

the advantage of providing different options, different

avenues to the work world? Is it faster (or cheaper) to

travel on some of these avenues than it is on others?

I raise these questions because we should be thinking about

them, but I don't believe* very much analysis and systematic

thinking has occurred to answer therdat the present time.

There is also the matter of'how one would approach

getting answers. The ac4demic, conceptualizing approach

would be to create some kind of "conceptual framework," a

set of definitions of variations in types of skill develop-

ment, distinctions among ,the various capabilities of the
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performers of skill development, as well as distinctions

as to what arc the relative responsibilities of these per-

formers. To complicate this further, there are questions

about who should pay--public school budgets, corporations,

or recipients of skills.

An attempt at conceptualization is a thicket that I have

not entered in preparing this paper, but will walk around and

try to establish its dimensions. My guess is that in entering

it, one would just get stuck in the bramble. That is to say,

the objective of conceptual distinction, rationality, and

consistency sought by the social scientist is beyond reach

in this instance.

There is the political element to consider. There are

differences in industry preferences and practices. There are

different histories and traditions in different ocCupational

areas and industry sectors. It is a vast pluralistic country

not used to the uniformity experienced in a smaller one with

cultural homogeneity (such as Japan).

An example of being caught in bramble is the fre-

quent attempt to make a distinction between general educa-

tion (or basic skills) and specific job skills. This is a

traditional approach of economists and the enunciated

principle is clear to them: that the public should pay for

the former and the corporation (or individual) the latter.

But I defy any practical application. What is a basic

skill and what is a job skill? In many areas, corporations

do very,little entry level training, expecting that a



draftsman out of a publicly supported two-year technical

institute would be able to do work on the drafting table from

day one. And even corporations that make the largest point

of doing all their own training ("Just give us people who can

read and write."), such as AT&T, will hire secretaries out of

the public school and expect them to be able to type and

take shorthand, as a result of their public education.

Employers vary tremendously in how much investment

they make in. entry training. How would any uniformity be

11

forced upon them? If all skill-specific training were

withdrawn from publicly subsidized education, how many

young people would suffer until "natural" adjustments were

made? And what would we do about present critical skill

shortages--of machinists, for example?'

Another area that seems helter skelter is the lack

of order in the location of occupational training among

secondary schools, two-year community colleges, and pro-

prietary schools. The same kinds of courses Can be found

at all these, or in some communities it is possible that

desired courses in some occupational areas will be *found'in

none' of them, or only in one of them. Each institution springs'

from a different source, with different funding, and often with

a completely different locus of decision making. Is there a

need for one system or a super governing body to create a

"rational" allocation of effort? While the answer most

people would give to this is no, either for reasons of



theory or practicality, there remains a legitimate concern

about the fragmentation 1-1(1 lack of connectedness among

these institutions.

Some Steps Toward More Integration
°

If it is not productive to clear out the thicket of

P

dispersed and unrelated skill development organizations and

systems, should we then not enter it at all, leaving the

present structure much as we find it today? My own answer

would be no. There are improvements that should be Attempted,

although there should be no grand scheme,for forging the

separate parts into a single, smooth, functioning whole.

What follows are a few areas where initial effort might

be concentrated.

1. Separate governance and funding sources for secondary
and post-secondary education create needs for extra
effort to inter-relate levels of occupational
education.

Occupational education in community colleges, and

even in two year, post-secondary technical institutes, is

relatively new, a development principally of the last 25

years. Secondary education, on the other hand, has been

providing occupational-education for.a long time. The two

levels have different modes of behavior, with the new post-

secondary institutions less tradition-bound than secondary

institutions.

A high percentage of students from secondary voca-

tional education go directly into the job market. A high



percentage of young students entering community college and

technical ins.titutes come directly to them witholat prior

occupational education in the public school system.

There has been, over a long Reriod of time, some under-

standing between high schools and colleges about the "fit" be-
,.

tween an academic rack in high school and entry into

coilege. This understanding permits some orderly progres-

sion from one level to another. This same evolution has

not generally occurred in occupational education. There

Ls need for more of it, through community based articulation'

committees with membership 'frpmall secondary and post-

secondary occupational education. The attempt would be

to jointly define levels of skill development and routes

of progression up the ladder through' high school and into

post-secondary institutions. There arejoutstanding models

to follow here; it would perhaps be useful to subject a few

of them to case studies in order to provide communities

with practiCal approaches and arrangements worked out on

the basis of solid experience.

2. Much more classroom vocational education needs to be
inLugrated with industry training, through joint
programs of cooperative education and internships.

There are a number of benefits to be derived, through

more joint school-industry effort. There is substantial

experience with cooperative education, and it is expanding

at the community college level. At the secondary level,

such approaches remain a fraction of the vocational
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education effort and are not growing significantly. But

the models are well tried out and are long standing.

Classroom training by itself is frequently too

abstracted from the reality of the workplace. The work

:ontext is not there. The newest equipment is on the

factory floor. Most job-specific training in the U.S..is

done by employers at the work place.

From the employer side, entering into such coopera-

tive relationships requires a lot of effort. Work stations

have to be provided. What goes on at the workplace and at

the school classroom has to be coordinated. In large firms

using co-op students, a staff person is often assigned to

slipervise the co-op program. But the employer, by becom-

ing a party to the skill development of the 'student-worker

has a hand in shaping the result. The employer, rather

than just expressing dissatisfaction with the products of

the school has a chance to communicate with the school

while the young person is still enrolled, and when some-

thing can still be done about math, or spelling, or grammar,

or the basics of drafting.

The student ends up with the best of both worlds,

the basics and theory in the classroom and on-the-job train-

ing and experience at real workplaces. There are other

large Senefits to the student:

The trying on of different co-op jobs provides
experience that will better inform career choice.
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The contact with employers will ease the job
search and smooth the transition to work.

o Classroom theory takes on meaning when there is
an opportunity to apply it at the workplace.

The allocat.Lon of relative responsibilities is not

theoretical; it must be worked out between individual

school systems and individual employers. It depends on

the nature of the industry. It depends upon the teaching

approaches of individual schools and individual teachers.

3. It would be desirable to have improved relationships,
cooperation, and collaboration between regular-public
vocational schools/programs and newer programs pro-
vided by community based organizations.

The amount of skill development provided by community

based organizations ("CBO's" as they are generally called)-4

to young people from disadvantaged backgrounds has grown

tremendously in the last 15 years. I refer to the OIC's

of America, the Urban League programs, 70001, Jobs for

Youth, and the Vocational Foundation in New York City, to

name a few. These organizations provide job.skills as well

as other services to help disadvantaged youth get into

jobs. Many follow up after initial job placement.

The clientele of CBO's are school dropouts, recent,

or years ago. They may also include unemployed high school

graduatds, some of whom are deficient in basic skills. The

programs have been designed around the particular needs of"

these young people and the pragmatics of what works for

them. The pedagogy of formal public instruction has been

thrown out the window.
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These new programs have provided a back-up to the

public school system, and have picked up hunditeds of thou.:

sands the schools couldn't hold, or couldn't succeed with.

These CBO's became supported by Federal mo//'iey through the

CETA program; they are now having to find/a broader base of

financial support. While the going is rough, it now looks

as if most of them will emerge as regular components of

the skill development system.

There is Qn appreciation for what these CBO programs

bare doing among leaders in public school vpcational educa-

tion. Yet, there is also a concern. They see publid funds

going to such new teaching structures at a time when they

consider funds to be inadequate for public education. They
. .

ask: how can the schools do a better job for disadvantaged

youth when the resources are inadequate and public funa

are being diverted to new'competitors?

,There is inevitably some tension between this large

established foublic system and this fledgling system operat-

ing now just about 'every place in the United States. That

tension, to a degree, is probably healthy. A lot of-changes

have taken place in the public sdhools to respond to the

needs of minority, and disadvantaged youth::

It would also be healthy for there to 1Se more recoiv-

niton within each of these systemS of the value of the other.

There is a lot public vocational education could learn

(and probably is.le,arning) from the approaches of the Cars.
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There may be many opportunities for CBO's to work 'coopera-
ip

tively with the public 'schools to, for example, extend

,some services to the school building itself to help more

youth'maintain the school connection until graduation'.

More integrationfof.effort is an area for improvin4 the

use'of,total resources for')skill development.

4. There would be benefit from a closer integr'ation of
apprenticeship.and formal occupational educatioh.4,-

The a'pprenticeship system is one of the important
, 14-

skill development systems in the United States. It has'

some very important strengths that have application to

Other skill development systems. There is, in apprentice-

ship, a tradition of combining formal instruction with on-

the-job training. There is also a strong.tradition of joivnt

-Planning between,the union and the employer. The employ-

, ment context in which the training takes place prov,ides a

natural progression of pay as skills increase. A firm

belief in devcloping,well rounded craftsmen avoida narrow

skill training for a single element in a work process.

In fact, there are Western European countries

where apprent .ceship is the principal skill development

system. This is particularly the case in West Germany.

It provides a sure and orderly transition from school to

mork. The principal problem, from the American viewpoint,

is the early tracking that occurs in these countries.

4,rs
In the United States, t16e apprenticeship system is

largely self contained. Thd fact that entry into
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apprenticeship.is, on the average, much later than in

Europe, means that there is often a gap between the leav-

ing of public school and entry into apprenticeship. The

average age of apprentices in the U.S. is about 26.

Yet, thve are many points where vocational education

sand apprentipeship do meet. There are high school programs

2. worked out with the unions/employers in which credit is

given against the time required to become a journeyman in an

apprenticeship program. The more such formal arrangements

are forged.between public schools and apprenticeship'pro-

grams, the smoother the movement from school to skilled

trades will be for youth aiming in that direation, and the

earlier that transition will occur. There are now typically

*
several years between leaving high school and entering an

apprenticeship program.

Th,..!re are also solid beginnings in collaborative

prpgrams between community coilleges and apprenticeship pro-

grams. One notable example is the joint effort between a

number of community colleges and the Operating Engineers.

It is called a "dual enrollment" program, and a young per-

son both attends-a community.college and is enrolled in an

apprenticeship program. After meeting specified require-

ments, the community college awards the two-year degree to

the apprentice. This is another area where integration

can usefully continue among skill development systems:
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5. A better articulation between post-secondary occupa-
1 tional education and eniTri5Wii7unions could provide
1

more progression in s'ffifrTelopment for young
adult workers through tuition-aid programs.

For tens of thousands of young people there is a

familiar pattern of career entry. It is a pattern in which

formal schooling ends with high school, or dropping out of

high school!; then entry into a low skill job without

obvious routes of promotion. These are teenagers who likely

went through general tracks in high school, or dropped out

of vocational programs before they acquired a saleable skill.

Tilese teenagers will likely mill around through,age

17'and 18 in casual type youth jobs, and slowly work their

way into larger businesses by around 20 or 21 where they
/7

take on jobs that more nearly resemble those of the adult

workforce. But if they are to go anywhere, their skill

development needs to continue.

If they are in an enterprise that has a, progression

of skilled jobs and offers formal on-the-job training or

classroom training to upgrade employee skills (as a great

many do) they will progress in the natural course of their

employment. For large firms, hiring at entry levels, up-

grading skills, and promoting from within are standard

practices.

But a lot of others will not be so fortunate as to find

themselves entering with no skills and placed on an escala-

tor to skilled, higher paying jobs. There is another route

for many of them. A growing percentage of employers offer

7 4
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tuition refund'for employees who go back to school part-

time (and on their own time). The percentage of employers

offering tuition refund varies by size of firm, rising to

about 90 percent of firms with 500 or more employees.

But while the availability of these tuition refund

programs grows, the participation ratessin them remain in

the range of 4 or 5 percent. The participation of those

with the least education, and in blue collar occupations

is even lower, in the range of 1 or 2 percent.* Having

had the least success with the school system, these workers

seem to have the least inclination to return on a part-time

basis. 'However, the research of the National Institute

for Work and Learning establisheS that by the removal of

a few barriers to participation, more workers will return

to school part-trine. The steps include providing better

information about their eligibility (about half don't know

they are eligible) , some advice on what kind of occupational

education is available, and some help in negotiating the

educational system (often called."educational brokering").

Helping workers take advantage of these opportuni-

ties to.go back to school and upgrade their employment

requires that the schools, the employers, and the unions

work together. There are good examples of where this has,

*For a full description of blue collar participation
in tuition aid, see An Untapped Resource, Ivan Charner, et,
al, National Manpower Institae, 1g78.
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in fact, happened. The occupational educ4tion received in

the school enables the young workers either to progress

where they are employed, or to acquire a skill that will

facilitate switching to another firm.

6. There needs to be a better integration of vocational_
education and general education.

On the one hand, there has been the separate develop-

ment of vocational education. On the other hand, there have

been cycles of bringing vocational instruction together

with general education in comprehensive high schools...

and then separating them out again.

It should be clearly'recognized that good basic

education is a vital ingredient of our industrial skill

development system. Ask almost any employer what young

people l:Ick today and they will refer immediately to defi-

ciencies in basic skills of reading, writing, arithmetic,

and communication generally. They are often not ready for

the training that an employer will willingly give them.

Vocational education does not ignore the need,for

good basic education. But on the other hand it is also

the case that_ Lh m! pLiucipal pi.k.upation has been with

occupational skill training. There are two avenues where

better integration can iluprove the whole of the skill devel-

opment system:

A. By doing a better job of building basic skill

instruction into regular vocational curricula.
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B.

Ken Hoyt has talked about "infusing" career

education into general education. We also need

more infusing of basic education into vocational
r.s.

courses.

For students with the least interest in abstrac-

tion, and the greatest interest in the practical,

the vocational education setting offers the

largest opportunity to improve basic skills.

If there is interest in machine shop and becom-

ing a machinist, there is easy recognition that

a considerable amount of mathematics is neces-
L.,

sary, and it can be taught in machine shop. If

there is interest in retail trade, there is easy

recognition of the practical value of learning

communication skills.

By a closer integration of the offerings in
c

vocational schools with those of general educa-

tion programs. A greater degree of working to-

gether between vocational education systems and

general education improves the basic educational

skills of vocation education graduates. In fact,

the graduates of vocational programs should be

judged as much on their abilities in reading,

writing, and arithmetic as they are on strictly

occupational skill competencies, and basic educa-

tional outcomes should become a regular part. of
\\

the assessment of vocational graduates.
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7. There is need for a better relationship between the
military Skill development system and-the public
secondary and post-secondary occupational education
systems, to smooth transit-a:0ns from the military
to civilian employment.

One of the most systematic skill development systems

in_the_country is that of the military. The range of train-

ing and educatio4al offerings has greatly expanded, parti-

cularly as the military has relied on volunteer recruits

who on the average have had less formal education, and may be

in need of English as a second language. There are exten-

sive relationships between military and civilian educational

institutions, and I will not detail them here. One creative

arrangement is the Servicemen's Opportunity College, which

involves a consortium 'of community colleges with transfera-

bility'of credits among them.

Only one aspect of collaborative effort is addressed

here. A significant percentage of the military assignments

for which recruits are provided training have civilian

counterparts. In fact, the Army MOS system has been

bridged to the civilian DOT job classification system, so

the civilian job nearest the military job can be identified.

One additional step could be of value both to the military

and to the young person who spends several years in the

military before returning to civilian life. Whenever a

person in the military is being trained for a job that has

a reasonably close civilian counterpart, there would be

supplementary instruction to prepare for the civilian job as

well.
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The advantage to the military is that it would be an

effective recruitment device to be able to promise that all

military training would have supplementary training to equip

young people for civilian jobs. The U.S. has high unemploy-

ment rates in the teen years, and there would be consider-

able advantage from having both income and civilian job

preparation while in the service. This would appeal to a

different group than would be attracted to a GI bill type

benefit, paying for college after leaving service. Half of

all youth never enter college, and don't expect to. That

half would be interested in jobs after service, not education.

What this would require is close collaboration be-

tween military training and the civilian school system.

Civilian vocational education specialists would have to

review Army training programs and design add-on curricula

to create the civilian counterpart skills. A motor pool

training course in army vehicle maintenance would have

added to it, for example, instruction in differences in

servicing civilian vehicles and foreign imports. It might

involve outstationing of vocational education personnel on

military bases. Or it might require off-base supplemental

instruction at a civilian school.

8. We need better ways of recognizing the skill develop-
ment that occurs during actual employment experience.

Of all the skill development systems in the United

States the one that produces the most job/occupation-specific

skills is hardly recognized as part of the skill development
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system at all. That is the system that provides skills through

actual experience on the job. While there has been some

systematic measuring of the quantity of on-the-job training

that is provided in industry by the Bureau .of Labor Statis-

tics (in the metal working industries) , the identification

of something to measure has necessitated the identification

of formal on-the-job training programs. The predominant

mode, however, is lrobably through informal methods of

doing the job under close supervision until a skill pro-

ficiency is attained. A wOrker may be no less skilled

because the skill was acquired through these iriformal means.

There are two important elements here. One is that

there are likely many situations where the addition of for-

mal instruction would be more cost efficient, although there

would be no assumption warranted that this would be true in

all or even most cases. Regular communication between

vocational/occupational school systems and the employers

in the area served by these systems might lead to joint

undertakings at skill upgrading within the employer's estab-

lishment. A good example is the excellent relationship

that exists between the Milwaukee Area Technical School

(MATS) and a number of Milwaukee employers. This has led

to employers inviting the school into the establishment to

provide skill training in the factory.

The second impoPtant element in this situation is

that workers ,who acquire skills in this informal system have

no real record or certification of skill level. Of course,
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they do in the sense that when they apply for jobs in other

firms, they can reference their past work experience. To

the extent that there is some standardization among employers

as to how.production processes are broken into skill com-

ponents, the skill level can be inferred from the prior

experience. This system obviously "works" in.that it is

widely used.

The question of whether there is utility in:going

beyond this, or whether it is practical to do so, is raised

here for further discussion. Without such discussion and

examination there would be insufficient basis for a recom-

mendation. There are now, developed over the last decade,

new arrangements in post-secondary education for awarding

academic credit for knowledge acquired outside the school

in work and life experiences.* There has been some of this

on an experimental basis fostered by the CETA legislation

around 1979. While there are likely instances of examining

work experiences for academic credit in vocational educa-

tion, it is not a practice much developed in vocational

education. Would there be merit in more developmental work

in assessing specifical occupational.skills acquired infor-

mally in employment for certification by vocational schools?

*Most notably through the efforts of the Council
for the Advancement of Experiential Learning.
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If such assessment were feasible, two purposes might

be served. The skills learned in employment might be more

portable to other employers. And these skill assessments

might also facilitate entry into schoo3s of vocational edu-

cation, as credit is given for what has already been learned.

* * *

Looking at the whole of the Youth skill development

system and suggesting optimum arrangements is no simple

task, for it iS not a simple system. It is far-reaching

and far-ranging. Its separate components spr.Lng from dif-.

ferent eras,'traditions, and constituencies. jt is useful,

however, to try to get a birdseye view of the whole of it,

and to commence to think about a better-fit of the parts.

It is the modest objective of this paper to contrib-

ute to a beginning of such a consideration and to capture

enough of the whole of the system and its complexity so as

to avoid any oversimplified approaches.

v
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....)41:Lessons for VocationaVEducation from YEDPA

Under the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act, a range

of research, evaluation and demonstration activities were mounted to better

determine,the nature of the youth employment problems and w fat works best

for whom in overcoming these problems. While the primary focus was on

severe labor market difficulties of minorities and the disadvantaged, as

well as on the CETA remedial work and training programs which were the

primary means of reaching these groups, there was also substantial attention

to the needs of less d{sadvantaged'youth as well as to the secondary,

alternative and vocational education kograms which served them. Lessons

were learned which may be useful in deternining the reTative future roles

of various institutions, particularly secondary and/post-secondary voca-

tional education.

The primary lessons might be briefly summarized as follows:

1. Competencies are a critical factor in the employment equation.

Race, sex and age are the primary products of labor market success, along

with labor market conditions, but those who demonstrate greater capacity

on wr.ittcn and oral tests of academic and world of work knowledge are much

more likely to find and hold jobs once they leave school, even after

adjusting for education attainment. Those with work experience in hi9h

school, all else being equal, are more likely to get jobs immediately upon

school leaving, in part because a minority of student workers retain in-

school jobs after school leaving. The importance of vocational -- as

opposed to academic and pre-employment -- competencies is not known

because there are no accepted or widely used tests of occupation-spec:fic

skills. However, employers uniformly responded to various employer surveys

that what they sought most in young recruits was the ability to read and

write at a basic level, plus the maturity to show up for work on time and



to rake directions. Specific vocational skills were mentioned'by only a

small minority uf employers. Most said the; would provide (and in some

cases preferred to provide) job-specific traiAng once the youths were

hired.

2. Vocational training has not been,a major, element in remedial

job training programs for youth. CETA youth participants enter with

limited academic and world-of-work skills (an estimated 8..,0 grade l vel

average reading attainment) which minimize their vpcational.traini

possibilities. They also stay fo'r a mean of less than five months (exclud-

ing summer program). Practitioners claim, correctly, that they cannot :

provide any meaningful vocational training under these circumstances: As

a result, out of all persons under 22 entering CETA in fiscal 1'980, only

a fourth received anY4occupational skills training. Even for out-of-

school, year-round participants, the proportion was only 38 percent. In

contrast, nearly half received basic education, ESL, GED or college

preparation, while nine of ten received subsidized work. Likewise, the,

studies of vocational aducation/CETA linkages reveal that most of'the

"linked" programs for the disadvantaged focused on employability sKill-s

development rather than occupational trainthg-r and vocational: educators

respor.d, like CETA practitioner's,, that they cannot provide meiningful

training in the CETA participation timeframe to those who begin with such

deficits.

3. The school-to-work transition Proces is highly volatile and a

large element of cha, nce is involved. For most youth, the first step of -

successful transition is a part-,time in-school or a summer joh id quite,

menial work. The next step, is usuallY bridge job afterschool.leaving

which usually serves as a stepping stone. Only a few school leaygrs go

directly into a career position: It is only after zspitations and options
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A

become more focused and realistic that mganingful career choices a're

really made, usually in the early twenties as families are formed and

stable, full-time work patterns emerge. The industry and occupation of

full-time jobs immediately after scrlool leaving are quite different on'

1

average than for part-time in-school jobs. Likewise, there is a drimatic

shift in iridustry/occupation patternS over the late.teens and early

twenties. Because teenagers lacking a track record of trial and error

and performance in the 1abOr market, it is difficult to predict and

counsel them about specific possibilities and difficult fur employers to

choose between them except on the'basis of credentials. Transferrable

..competencies are therefore critical, since so many divergent paths lie

, ahead and few will make a permanentior even intermediate choice until they

get som\experience.\N

4. Interventions which provided remedial education and emploYability

s 444s for school age youth were quite effective tn improving subsequent

labor market success. ,Indeed, the.impacts apparentlylexceeded the esti-

mated effects of secondary vocaticnal education. As a baseline, the

Grasso/Shea study yielded a weighted net impact of $500 incf.ease in annual

earnings for vocationa,1 and commercial graduates cimpared to general

graduates (controlling for most other factors) and'a breakeven when

%compared with graduates of college preparation programs who attained no

further education. The benefits apparently fade out rally accordiu

to the National Commission on Employment Policy study from the class of

172 survey.

The evidence'from school-to-work transition programs emphasizing

employability skills and remedial education is that they increased earn-

ings of all participants by $400-$500 in the first post-program year,

with the net impacts increasing over the year. ItAould be noted that

"Ne
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most school-to-work transition programs consist of only a single course

once a day during the school yean compared to the numerous course hours

averaged by vocational graduates. The earnings gains were twice as large

in programs which emphasized placement and participant follow-up after

school leaving. Interestingly, there was no apparent payoff from more

intensive or multi-year transition programs, or for "gold-plated" projects

offering more comprehensive services. Short-term job search assistance

interventions for a month or less yielded the same immediate employment

net inpacts as full school-year interventiOns, although the fade-out

was more rapid. Apparently, transition programs have the effect of

focusing students: min's on jobs, providing them direction, motivation

and the limited skills needed to overcome application hurdles. The follow-

up programs are able to provide support when youth subsequently falter, as

many will inevitably do, with the result that the youth immediately return

to the labor market rather than withdrawing to "lick their wounds" after

a failure in the labor market.

5. CETA classroom training yielded gains of $350 in annual earnings

in the first post-program year, increasing to $450 in the second. The

gains of those trained over 40 weeks were six times those of persons trained

11-20 weeks. These longer stayers might best be compared to those who are

classified as vocational education graduates. The net gains of these long-

stayers aVeraged around $8000 in current value. For participants 22 and

under, gains averaged $200 per year, with the earnings effects.mitigated'by

an increased rate of return to school contrasted with the declining post-

secondary enrohment apparently resulting from participation in secondary

vocational education.
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6. The vocational components of CETA programs were not very success-

ful in securing training-related placements. The gains were predominantly

from increased weeks and hours of employment, not from securing better

paying jobs. First, two-fifths of CETA classroom trainees received academic

instruction, ESL or world-of-work rather than vocational training. Among

those with vocational training, over a,third subsequently left the labor

force or were unemployed in the year following termination. Less than

0
half of classroom trainees with an occupational emphasis and with subse-

guent jobs had post-program employment experience in the same general

occupational classification as their training (and many of these had

worked in the same occupation pribr to entry into CETA). In klob Corps,

only one in seven enrollees, completed an entrie vocational program and

was placed iri a'training-related job. School-to-work transition programs

included almost no vocational-specific training. Yet in a multi-site

structured experiment which tested the effectiveness of vocational explora-

tion by a cluster training rotation approach in contrast to classroom

instruction in job seeking and job holding skills, or worksite visits and

job shadowing, or combinations of these activities, the cluster training

approach had the least impact on tested employability skills and post-

program employment. Finally, in the Ventures in Community Improvement

Demonstration, where union journeymen were supervisors of structured

worksite training in construction skills, there was an increase of only

7 per hundred in the number with union jobs and an increase of only 3 per

hundred in the number employed in skilled construction, enough to increase

the net earnings impacts substantially but hardly a demonstration of an

ability to access skilled manual work.
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7. The key factors in explaining the positive impacts of CETA train-

ing were placement, sorting, and credentialling. CETA screened in the

disadvantaged, many of whom simply could not master challenging skills.

It was functional for dropping out to occur, so that the remainder with

potential could, in fact, receive the attention they needed within the

program, and the distinction subsequenlly that they had'greater skills

than other disadvantaged. A fault of CETA was that its reguiations dis-

couraged the termination of ineffective performers, while the allowance

structure encouraged participation by those with little desire for' skill
co'

enhancement. Placement was a criuical factor, with lasting, not,just,

immediate, net imRacts. Apparently, CETA was able to access some more

stable and primary jobs (albeit with the same entry level). There was

also som rting in placement, in that the most advantaged, and particu-

larly the completers, were more likely to be placed. Finally, substantial

benefits to those who stayed longer were in.part the result of certifica-

tions achieved. For instance, those in academic programs could get a GED

while those in vocational programs could,sometimes access an apprentice-

ship position. Without a credential and without a placement, participants

apparently did not fare better in the labor market because any skills they

acquired could not be documented to eMployers.

8. CETA programs were able to produce their substantial net impacts

even though they were targeted on.the low SES, low achievement, disadvantaged

and minority groups least effectively served by vocational education. Among

1980 enrollees under age 22 (85 percent of whom were 19 or less), three-

fifths were minority, 15 percent were dropouts, and four-fifths had family

incomes below 70`/, of the BLS Lower Living Standard. In school-to-work

transition programs, the post-program success rates of the less disadvanta e
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participants were far lower than those of theolore disadvantaged, but

the more disadvantaged had4,greater gains when compared to like non-
,

participants. In CETA classroom training, the earnings gains of females

were double those of males, and for white males they were double those of

black males -- a pattern similar to that of vocational education impacts --

but all segments gained relative to their matched controls.

Applying the Lessons to Remedial Activities

Based on these experiences, and after a massive reassessment and

review effort, the White House Task Force on Youth Employment under the

Carter administration recommended, in the Youth Act of 1980, a pyramidal

youth employment system. The ideas were incorporated in the Jeffords bill

proposed as a rewrite of CETA in 1982, and were then adopted into the youth

section Of the Jobs Training Partnership Act. The first tier in the

proposed system would offer unstipended and short-duration employability

Skills and job search assistance. This would be focused on 14 to 16 year-

olds and would be widely available. It would aim to push as many as

possible into the regular labor market. The sdcond tier in ttle youth

system would provide a first work experience to those who completed the

first tier but unable to get a private sector job because of limited skills

or slack labor markets. The subsidlzed employment would be combined with

unstipended academic instruction and functional skills training. This

would be a limited duration intervention, perhaps 250-500 hours in total.

The third tier in the youth system would be school-based transition programs

for seniors in high school that would seek to line up jobs before the end

of the school year and to assure functional competencies before school

leaving. The next tier would be'short term (i.e. roughly six months)

classroom programs which would be much like the classroom training activi-



ties currently available for out-of-school youth under CETA. These woula

be available for dropouts and graduates of limited skills. There woqd

then be added a final.tier of advanced training options, delivered on a

voucher basis or in corporate-sponsored training programs, for a selected

miribrity of completers from the short-term training prograMs who had

proved their ability to benefit from training and had demonstrated their

commitment to a specific vocation. The advanced training, focused

,primarily on young adults aged 19-24, would be secured from mainstream

institutions as far as possible. It would last up to four years, with

s-frict standards of performance but remedial help to tlie disadvantaged

to increase their likelihood of successful participation.

The system would be pyramidal in its participant flows. Hundreds

of thousands of youth would bQr.provided first tier employability services.

A subset would need subsidized work experiences. If these were provided,

on.ly a subset of youth would reach the end of high school lacking basic

world-of-wOrk and functional competencies and needing transition assistance
4

A subset of these would then participate in short-term remediation. And

only a minority of these would be adjudged capable and in need of advanced

training. Moving up the pyramid, the participants served in each tier

would be older, on average, and they would also be more demonstrably in

need. First-tier pre-employment services would be broadlY available with

very little targeting. First jobs would be provided for those AO could

not get them on their own, with the low compensation achieved by combina-

tion of work with unstipended instruction being the allocative mechanism.

Post-school components would be targeted to the economically disadvantaged.

Competencies would be pyramidal. The four strands -- academic compe-

,tencies, employability skills, life skills, and vocational skills -- would

be emphasized to varying degrees in all tiers. But at the lowest levels,
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transferrable skills (such as academic and world-of-work training) would

be given the'greatest emphasis, while most vocational preparation would

occur in the top two tiers, focusing on persons in their early twenties

rather than teenagers.

This_proposed system would be consistent with the developmentdl

pattern of youth. It would be consistent with the demand side of the

equation -- i.e., that employers of teenagers on a part-time and summer

basis require different skills and have different expectatfons than

employers in bridge jobs, or than those hiring youth for career entry

jobs. The Ryramidal system would have a built-in sorting process since

completion of one step would be needed for entry to the next, since

competencies would be specified at each level, and since the incentives

in terms of stipends and allowances would be increasing to encourage

movement up the pyramid of skills. The system would make sense of the

existing youth delivery system, broadening the base of low-cost early

interventions, adding a tier of advanced vocational offerings, and formaliz-

ing the linkages and flows between levels. The system would increase long-

term training for those capable of it without creaming from nondisadvantaged

(a frequent flaw in the few advanced training programs offered by CETA,

usually under the Private Sector Initiaqp Program). It would seek to

assure greater penetration into the mainstream for the disadvantOed

recipients of this advanced training.

Implications for Vocational Education

Secondary and post-secondary vocational education would play 'a

primary role in this federally-funded system. The evidence suggests con-

clusively that secondary vocational education disproportionately serves

low-income and disadvantaged youth with limited academic and world-of-work



competenCies. Vocational education students would thus be disproportionately

represented in any transition programs funded under remedial job trairtylig

programs. The secondary vocational educatiOn system would be the obvious

provider of like skills training, emploYability development, placement and

follow-up for seniors. Federal funds would provide for additional services

for already enrolled and epgible vocational students. The federal funds

would, thus, bolster the components now adjudged to be weakest in secondary

vocational education -- remedial education, occupation information, func-

,

tional skills instruction and placement.

The secondary vocational education syttem could also be a primary

provider of the employability skills and remedial education,components

combihed with first Sobs, as well as providers of the short, first-tier

employability development courses, since these would be school-based

programs and since the vocational educators are the only staff in many

secondary schools who have the necessary skills and orientations.

The secondary vocational education would have an advantage because

of its ability to train and certify staff in individualized, self-paced

remedial education and basic life skills training approaches. The voca-

tional education establishment could take the lead in setting statewide

standards for entry employability (i.e. completion of the first tier) as

well as the standards for functional and world-of-work competency

attainment of school leavers, since the vocational system is familiar

with competency-based approaches.

Post-secondary vocational education would be the primary provider of

occupational training for the disadvantaged. The federally-funded

system at the state and local level would pay for tuition and other par-

ticipation costs, plus living stipends where appropriate, for economically

disadvantaged participants in.post-secondary education. Contracting with
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the post-secondary institution, or in partnership with a community-based

or other organizations, remedial education and other support services

would be provided (although the advanced trainees would already have

received academic instruction in the previous tier'so that they could at

least meet minimal entry requirements and move directly into training).

Post-secondary institutions might also be the contractor for public/private

. .

partnership programs, providing the classroom instruction which would be

combined with advanced on-:the-job training offered by employers follow-

ing the predominant German apprenticeship model.

There is no conflict between these proposed roles and current

funding and governance patterns in vocational education. All the types of

activities outlined are currently being supported under CETA (now JTPA),

the difference would be an expansion and rationalization of these rela-

tionships. However, in the long haul the proposed arrangements would be

consistent with the likely trends of federal vocational education as

antidpated by the National Commission on Employment Policy and,

presumably, the administration:- -ft-doesnot require a crystal ball to

see that the Office of Management and Budget will continue to push for

reduced vocational education funding with gredter concentration of federal

resources on those components which alter, improve or supplement existing

state and locally-funded programs, to target on those with greatest need,

and to provide for qualitative improvements. The NCEP also propose§

shifting federal emphasis tq post-secondary training delivered under a

voucher-purchase approach. Legislation to achieve such ends is reportedly

under consideration. But it is entirely possible to achieve these ends

through budgetary policies by gradually reducing funds for vocational
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education and shifting resources to the Jobs Training Partnership Act,
4

which would then purChase advanced training from state and )ocally-funded

post-secondary institutions.

Applying the Lessons to Secondary and Post-Secondary Vocational Education

But the lessons of youth employment and training prdgrams may be

'adopted by vocational edUcation whether or not there are changes in legis-

lation, federal policy, and funding patterns. At the secondary level, the

lessons are particularly relevant because the vocational edubtion system

shares manx of the flaws of CETA:

Vocational education screens in students who have below average skills

and abilities relative to all youth. The state funding formulae are based%

on average daily attendance, so there is every Incentive to retain as many

students as possible whether-they'perform only marginally. Few states

have competency standards for vocational training, only a handful have

functional.skills requirements, and only those with statewide academic

competency standards have them for vocational students. Remedial academic

instruction and world-of-work training is infrequently offered by voca--

11

tional education to enhance the prospects of its students. Placement is

not emphasized enough because teachers are hired on a school-year basis and

are rarely able to job develop during the school year or to provide follow-

up during the summer months -- services which alone can yiIld greater

employment impacts than current vocational education. Finally, only a

minority of vocational education students participate substantially enough

to really learn job skills. Many transfer to a vocational curricula in

the senior year; others dabble (or explore) various occupations. Persons

with very limited training are classed with those who receive much more

ext6siye and specific training. At the same time, there are limited
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placement linkages to post-secondary training, so that vocational students

.are less likely than general students 6 continue their training after .

secondaiv school leaving.

The current federal vocational education resources could be used to

purchase individualized, self-Taced and cOMputer-based instruction materials

of proven effectiveness in remedial academic and functional skills instruc-

tion. Staff training resources under,the existing law could focus on

integrating those components into regular training. State vocational edu-
,

cation agencies could formulate standards (in addition to those existing

in regular' academic programs).for ihe academic 'and functional competencies

required for certification of vocational mastery, in additton to comple-

tion of minimum' course hours and mastery of specified vocational competencies

(whether for a single occupation or a,cluster of occupations). The federal

resources could be used by states to establish placement/transition pro-,,

grams,for vocational graduates using the successful Jobs,for America's

Graduates program model for organizing and deliver"Ing the service. Finally,,

federal resources (including FIPSE monies) Càuld be used for "paired"

programs matching secondary and post-sccondary institutions. Arrangements

would be made so that high school vocatiopal graduates would be sorted

and screened into advanced post-secondary prOgrams with agreed-upon

performance standards at both the secondary and post-secondary levels.

Placements would be mandatory (i.e. training slots could not be refilled

unless placementi attained a pre-designated level) for these long-term

paired training programs. In other words, vocational education could

fashion its own pyramidal system simply by linking traditionally exist-

ing institutions.
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These changes p'robably make sense for'vocational.education SUst.as7

they do for emliloyment and trainin§ programs. They will fecilieite service

to the disadvantaged and Can probably increase substantially the earnings

gains experienced by vocatTonal graduates, The .competency-based approach

should result in greater accouhtability, whe making it easier to market

the vocational edmcation product to private employers. The vocational

education system will be better prepared to compete forfunds-under the

job Training Partnership Act. It mill also-begin mive in the direc-
.

tions outlined for,feder'.il policy by the administration, thereby

justifying .continued funding. There is, thus, a high degree of consonance .

between the vocational education policies which.will best some youth,

particularly economically disadyantaged,youth, and those which will best

'benefit the vocational education system.

a
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DESIGN AND METHODOLOG OF THE DELPHIc SURVftS

The Delphi technique was pioneered as a futures forecasting
method in the early 1950s by Olaf Helmer at the Rand Corporation.
Helmer (1967) defines the Delphi technique as

a carefully designed program of sequential individual
interrogations (m,ua,lly 1,est conducted by questionnaire)
interspersed with information and opinion feedback. Del-
phi . . . operates on the principle,that several heads
are better than one in making subjective conjectures
about the future, and that experts will make conjectures
based upon rational judgement and shared information
rather than merely guessing, and will separate hope from
likelihood in the process. (pp. 7-36)

this case, three separate Delphi instruments were de7
signed to address variations on sigtilar issues% The first Delphi
examined the relative emphasis and strength of public secondary
and postsecondary vocational education. The second Delphi
compared key United States employability development systems. The

third, Delphi assessed the potent'ial of public secondary and
postsecondary vocational'education to address national needs and
priorities.

The traditional Peli)hi process involves three rounds of

instrumentation bv mail. Feedback is giKen to the respondents
between each round and includes the results of the previous

round. This process was modified for this research effort in

that for each Delphi (a) the instrument was mafled to the expert
participants-, who then returned thei:N responses by mail, (b) a

summary of all of the responses was mailed to each participant
(this.provided feedback), and each participant was telephoned by
project staff to review their reaction to the summary .(which

constituted the second round of information gathering), and
.(c),the summary was modified as appropriate according to the
second round results.

The Delphi instruments were designed to gather the opinions
of the expert pdfticipants. Each instrument was field tested
internally with National Center staff. .The instruments were open
.enOed and collected opinions narratively, although,some numerical
data were colected. All three instruMents are included in this
Apnendix.

The analysis-of the surveys was conducted according to the

ol the Delphi. The numerical data were tallied, and means
and ranks yere generated where appropriate. For the more
narrative data, similarities across,the respondents comments were
noted and includ,ed in the summaries.
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Delphi participants totaled twent-seven: nine for each Del-
phi survey. As shown in the following table, each survey includ-
ed ,a balanced representation of perspectives (i.e. , secondary and
postsecondary vocational eauc6tion perspectives, and national
education and employment training policy perspectives).

TABLE 1

NUMBER AND REPRESENTATION OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS

Perspective: Delphi 1 Delphi 2 Delphi 3 Total

Secondary/
postsecondary
vocational
education

N=5 N=5 N=4 N=14

Na tiona 1

educational
and employment
training policy

N=4 N=4 N=5, N=13

Total N=9 11=9 N=9 N=27

The respondents (and alternates) were primarily,know2 age-
able educational leaders selected from a long list of potential
candidates, recommended by numerous National Center staff, to
represent the major perspective§ noted previously. The names and
organizational affiliations of the respondents are included in

Appendix A.

Delphi Survey One

The purpose of the first De.lphi was to assess the emphasis
and strength of public secondary and postsecondary vocational
education by delineating roles and-functions of the two systems.
The Delphi's design included requests.for several rankings of
current ana preferred emphases at both levels of vocational edu-
cation and asked respondents to describe their idealized vision
for vocational education in the future.

This first Delphi was structured along the assumption that
vocational education can provide a variety cf emphases within the

curricula. Broad skill, knowledge, and attitude areas addressed
by vocational education include the following:
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Basic skills--e.q., for survival in'any job, reading,
writing, computing

Work values and attitudes--e.g., dependability, .coop-
erating with others, dress and grooming, work norms

World of work knowledge--e.g., knowledge of labor market
operation, economic principles, work-norms, collective
bargaining, salary and benefits

Job entry, maintenance, and advancement skills--e.g.,
knowing how to prepare a resume, search for a. job,
com.plete a job interview, how to leave a job

Technical job skills--e.g., to perform a particular job
or occupation, to use the tools, equipment and materials
of a job

preparation within the technical job skills area can vary
from general to specific types of preparation:

World-of-work preparation--basic tool skil/s,
occupational survival skills

Occupational.area preparation--skills and knowledge of
materials and methods common to groups of occupations
(e.g., office occupations, printing occupations,
construction occupations)

Job specific preparation--skills and knowledge specific
to a particular job (e,g., secretary, computer program-

-mer, keypunch Operator, etc.)

Employer-equipment-specific preparation--skills and
knowledge specific to a particular employee or piece of

equipment

Essentially, respondents were asked to provide several
comparative estimates of what is and what should be the relative
emphasis and strength of secondary and postsecondary vocational
education in providing education and training in these several

skill areas.

As was the case for each of the three independent surveys,

.../ the responses to the first mailed survey instrument were sum-
marized to best reflect the group's consensus. A copy of the
group summary, together with a copy of the respondents' original
responses was sent to each respondent. Each respondent waS then
telephoned, their individual responses were reviewed and dis-

cussed in light of the group's consensus, and their additional
comments and clarification were used to modify or expand the

qroup summaries. The key results of each survey were discussed

in the body of the report.



Delphi Survey Two

The purpose of the second Delphi was to get a sense of how
the different agencies and programs that provide education and
training tor work are perceived to fit together and to distin-
guish their roles, functions, and strengths. This Delphi's de-
sign asked respondents (N=9) for opinions in three major areas:

The relative emphasis and strength given by each of the
agencilA and programs to basic skills; work values and
attitudes; world of work knowledge; job entry, main-
tenance, and advancement skills; and to the several
levels of technical job skills preparation.

The type of technical job skills (i.e., world of work
preparatkon, occupational area preparation, job-specific
preparation, and employer-specific preparation) provided
Ly each of these education and training agencies and
programs.

The preferred, optimum role of the several agencies and
programs in providing education and training for work.

Eelphi Survey Three

This survey focused on the potential responsiveness of pub.-
lic secondary and postsecondary voctional education to national
needs and priorities. Respondents were asked to indicate which
national needs and priorities were most appropriate for secondary
vocation&1 education to attend to and which were most apprcpriate
for postsecondary vocational education emphasis. To do so, they
were first asked to distribute Wimaginary $100 among the needs
secondary programs should address and another $100 among the
needs that postsecondary programs should address. Iiaght impor-
tant heeds or problem areas were listed, with space provided for
'the respondents to add other problems or needs they felt were
important. Each respondent was then asked to explain each of the
top three problems or needs they felt that secondary and post-
secon(lary programs should address. For each level of vocational
education and each problem area selected, respondents were asked
to explain the following:

Why they thought it was appropriate for that level of
vocational education to address the problem

What the appropriate role or function should be in
responding to problem

What the special characteristics of that program level
were for fulfilling the role or function
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What changes, if any, would be needed at each level of
program to fulfill this role or function effectively

As with the other relphi surveys, a summary of the mean distri-
bution of funds for each problem area, togethel: with a brief
summary of the rationale for the top three priority areas appro-
priate for each level of vocational education was sent to
respondents along with a copy of their original responses. The
respondeats were then telephoned, their individual responses were
discussed in light of the groups consensus, and their additional
comments and clarifications were used to modify or expand the
group's summaries.

Brief Highlights of Respondent Ratings

The key results of the surveys, based upon respondent rat-
ings and their narrative explanations of those ratings, were
summarized and disucssed in the body of.the report. Some
additional respondent ratings are provided in the following
tables.

Table 2 summarizes the respondent's ratings of the relative
emphasis and strength of the several agencies and programs in
five broad skill areas. The table shows that the greatest atten-
tion to and emphasis of basic skins preparation was felt to be
provided by the Job Corps, public secondary vocational education,
and by military training programs. Basic skills were felt to
receive the least amount of attention in training provided by
business, industry, and labor.

Although work valy:s and attitude's were seen as being empha-
sized relatively uniformly by all agencies and programs, they
were felt to receive greatest emphasis in public secondary voca-
tional programs. Somewhat lebs emphasis wPs felt to be given to
this area of preparation by apprenticeship programs.

World-of-work preparation.was seen as being emphasized most
in public secondary vocational programs, and least in military
training programs. Job entry, maintenance, and advancement .

skills were rated.as receivi; relatively uniform emphasis by
most programs and/ agellgies; Job Corps was seen as giving the
most emphasis to this area, and training in the military and
in business, industry, and labor as giving the least amount of
emphasis.

All of the agencies and programs give greatest emphasis to
preparation of technical job skills. Apprenticeship programswere
seen as giving slightly greater emphasis to this area, while
community-based orgaiizations were seen as giving least emphasis
to this area
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TABVZ 2

t`3 EA N RAT T.NCS OP ME EMPHASIS An) STRF:NGTH OE VARIOUS
AGENCIES AND PROGRAMS IN BROAD SKILL, AREAS

Skill Areas
Secondary

Vocational Ed.
Postsecondary
Vocational Ed. CETA

Job
Corp

N=8
Apprentice-

ship
Proprietary

Schools

Community
Based

Organizations
Businesr

Industry, Labor

-

Military

1. BASIC SKILLS-needed
by all for survival in
eny job; e.g., reading
writing, computing.

.2.- WORK VALUES AND
ATTITUDES-e.g.,
dependability, cooper-
ating with others,
dressing and grooming,
work norms. i

. WORLD-OF.WORK
KNOWLEDGE-
e.g., knowledge
of labor market
operation; economic
principles, work
norms, collective
bargaining, salary
and benefits.

4. JOB ENTRY, MAIN.
TENANCE, AND
ADVANCEMENT
SKILLS-e.g.,
knowing how to fill
out a resume, seerch
for a job, complete
a job interview, how
to leave a job.

5. TECHNICAL JOB
SKILLS-needed to
perform a particular
job ordccupation;
e.g., use of the tools,
equipment and
materials of a job.

6. OTHER (Please
specify)

01234567
_
x = 4.2

01 4567

x = 5.

01234567

-
x = 3.6

01234567

x = 4.0.

01234567
_
x = 5.9

01234567
.

..

01234567

x = 3.0

01234567

-
x - 3.6

01234567

-
x = 3.2

01234567

x = 4.0

01234567

x = 6.7

01234567

01234567

x = 4.0

01234567

--`1
x = 4.1

01234567

_
x = 2.6

01234567

x = 4.9

,

01'234567

x = 5.0

01234567

012 4567

LWI
p 1234567

_
x = 4.8

01234567
,

\x = 3.0
\

01VL4567

x = 5.1

)

01234567

x = 5.9

01234567

01234567

x = 2.3
,

01234567

01234567,

x = 2.7

01234567

_
x = 3.3

01234567

-
x = 2.6

.4.,
012.34567

x = 4.0

01234567

x = 6.3

(N=8)

01234567

01234567

x = 3.8

01234567

-
x = 4.2

,

01234567

-
x = 2.4

01234567

x = 4.0

01234567

01234567 01-234 567

x = 4.1

0 1 23 4 5 6

-
x = 3.9

01234 567

x = 1.8

01234567

-
x = 3.9

01234567

-
x = 2.9

01234567

_
x = 2.8

01234567

-
x = 3.1

.

01234567

x = 2.3

012 4567

x = 6.8

01234567
,

_
x = 1.6

,

01234 567

x = 1.8 Tc = 1.8

.

01234 567

x = 6.1

01234 567
1 )
a I

01234567

x = 6.3

012345,67

x = 3.4

01234567

Scale: 0 = No emphasis is given to this skill area
7 = Substantial emphasis and greatest

strength in this skill area

Key: 0 = Highest mean rating for the row, N=9
= Lowest mean rating for the row, N=9



Tabte I-summa-rizes the respondent's_ratings of the extent of
emphasis given to four different- types of technical job-skilts
preparation by,the several agencies and programs. The table
shows.that the greatest attention to world-of-work preparation
was felt to be provided by public'secondary vocational education
and by the Job Corps. Training provided by business, industry
ond labor was felt Lo give the least amount of emphasis or
attention to world-of-work preparation.

Broad occupational area preparation was rated as being em-
phasized most in public secondary vocational programs. It is
least attended to or emphasized in commlnity-based organizations
according to the respondents.

As expected, all of the agencies and programs emphasized job

specific preparation. Moreover, of the four areas of technical
preparation, job specific preparation was rated as the highest -
area of emphasisamd greatest strength of all agencies except
public secondary vocational programs Which, as noted above, gives
greatest emphasis to occupational area prepartation.

Employer-/eguipment-specific preparation was felt to be em-
phasized most in business, industry, and labor training programs,
but it is also an area emphasized in apprenticeship and military

training programs. It is emphasized least in community-based
organizations and in the Job Corps.

Table 4 shows the rank order the respondents assigned to
major national problems that public secondary and postsecondary
vocational education should address. Based Upon the mean number
of dollars assigned to each problem area, the respondents felt
that the most appropriate and important problem areas that shouldr-
he addressed by secondary vocational education were youth unemploy-
ment (X = 30.63), basic skills (X = 20.50), and equity and
access (A = 14.80). The needs associated with displaced workers
(x = 33.75), high technology (x = 31.25),' and critical skill
shortages (A = 20.63) were seen as the Most appropriate and
important problem areas that should be addressed by postsecondary
vocational education.
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TABLE 3

::LAN FATINGO C)F THCEMPHASIS AND STRENGTH OF VARIOUS AGENCIPS,
A717 PROCRAMS IN-TEL APRA OF TECHNICAL JOB SKILL PREPARATION

Skill Areas

Public
Secondary

Vocational Ed.

Public
Postsecondary
Vocational Ed. CETA

Job
Corp

N=8
Apprentice.

ship

Proprietary
Schools.

Community
Based

Organizations
Business

rindustry, Libor Military

1 . WORLD-OF-WORK-PrC
parationbasiclool
skills, occupational
survival skips. .

2. OCCUPATIONAL AREA
preparationskills
and knowledge of
materials and meth.
ods common to group
of occupations (e.g.,
office occupations,
printing occupations,
construction trades).,

3. JOB SPECIFIC pre-
preparationskills and
knowledge specific
to a particular job
(e.g, secretary,
computer programmer,
keypunch operator).

4. EMPLOYER/
EQUIPMENT
SPECIF IC pre-
parationskills
and knowledge
specific to a par-
ticular employer
or position.

0 1 2 3

2 3

0 1 2 3

X = 2.1

0 1 2 3

X = 1.0

0 1 2 3

x = 1.8

0 1 2 3

x = 2.2

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

x = 1.2

0 1 2 3

= 1.6

0 1 2 3

= 1.7

0 1 2 3

= 2.3

0 1 2 3

= 1.2

.

0 3

= .

0 'sr 2 3

1.8

0 1 2 3

= 2.6

0 1 2 3

= 0.7

0 1 2 3

'
_

/x = 1.0

0 1 2 3

= 1.3

0 1 2 3

x = 2.8

0 1 2 3

= 2.1

.

0 1 2 3

.

= 1.3

0 1 2 3

= 1.6

0 1 ,2 3

= 2.7

0 1 2 3

x1.2

0 1 2 3

= 1,.2

0 1

012 0 1 2 3

= 1.1

0 1 2 3

x1.3,
.

0 1 2 3

= 2.4

0 1 2 3

= 7.0

I

.

= i.2

0 1 2 3

= 2.4

0 3

x = O.

0 1 2 3

_
x = 1.7

i

x = 0.6

Scale: 0 = Does not provide this type of training
3 = Almost all training is of this type;

this is what the agency does best

Key: C)-, Highest mean rating for the row, N=9 .

0= Lowest mean rating for the row, N=9 118



TABLE 4

NATIONAL PROBLBMS AND NEEDS APPROPRIATELY
ADDRESSED BY SECONEARY AND POSTSEOONDARY

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

(Rank ana Mean Number of Dollars,Assigned by Program Level)

,

National Problems and Needs
,

Secondary .

Vbcational Education
Postsecondary

Vbcational Education

Rank

rban
Nb. of Dollars Rank

Mean
No. of Dollars

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

Displaced workers

High technology

Productivity and
economic revitaliiation

Equity and access

Basic skills ,,-

National defense

Youth uaemplcyment

Critical skill stiortages
,

Cther

- Basic technolgical
preparation

- Personal development

t

9

'6

5

(sr

3

2

10

1

4

.

7

8

P

.

2:00

6.75

9.00

14.80

20.50

-0-

30.63

9.50

3.63

3.13

b

1

2

4

,7

6

8

5

3

,

,

3*3.75

31.25

10.00

.6

1.25

-0-

2.50

20.63

-0-

-0-

-

t-



DE NATIONAL W4TER

FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAl EDUCATKINht OHOSIMEUNIvERSIIV
,960xEtr1Y ROAD COUJMOUS 00410 4370

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF U.S. >

EMPLOYABILITY DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

Instructions

Please complete and fill in the following tables within our Delphi which is designed to compare various employability

development'systems within the United States.

-The Delphi contains three tables. The first addresses the relative emphasis and strengths within the curriculum of a

number of types of education and training agencies/programs. The second table is concerned with the type of technical

job skills-training provided by the various agencies/programs. The third table requests information about the optimum roles

and strengths of the various education and training agencies/programs for the future. Instructions preCeed each table.

Thank you for your assistance.

Name Date

1



6

l4.

Instructions

4

Listed down the left side of table 1 are five broad categories or areas of skills, knowledge and attitudesin which many people feel

some level of-proficiency is needed to succeed in employment. Across the top of the table are listed nine of the key agencies that provide

education and training for work.

1. Please use the rating scale provided in each of the cells of table 1 to indicate the relative emphasis and strength given to each.of the

skill areas by each of the key education and training agencies/programs.

(a) Answer this question for each oi the major skill areas in table 1. If you feel there are other skill areas not Covered by the

five areas tbat are listed, please 'specify them and prOvicle a rating.

'(b) For each skill , 1, choose a value between 0 and.7 according to the following rating scale:

0 = NO emphaiis is given to this skill area.
1 = MINOR emjihasisls given to this Skill area.

2 =
3 =
4 = MODERATE emPhasis is given to this skill area.

5 =.
6 =
7 = SUBSTANTIN..4,emphasis and greatest strength in this skill area.

Use all eight Scale values as appropriate. The ratings of ' 4" and "3" represent intermeaiate levels between "MINOR4

emphasis and "MODERATE" emphasis. Similarly, the ratings of "5 and "6:' represent intermediate levels between

"MODERATE" emphasis and "SUBSTANTIAL" emphais and greatest strength.

(c) Circle the appropriate scale value for each skill area.
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TABLE 1

R ELATIVE EMPHASIS AND STRENGTH

Skill Areas
Secondary

Vocational Ed.
Postsecondary
Vocational Ed. CETA

Job
Corp

Apprentice.
ihip -

Proprietary
Schools

Community
Based

Orsonizations
Business

Industry, Labor Military

. BASIC SKILLSneeded 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01 23 456 7
by all for survival in
any job; e.g., reading
writing,-computing.

.

2. WORK VALUES AND 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

ATTITUDESe.g.,
dependability, cooper-
ating with others,
dressing end grooming,
work norms.

3. WORLD-OF.WDRK 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 0123458 7
KNOWLEDGE
e.g., knowledge
of labor market
operation; economic
principles, work
norms, collective
bargaining, salary

.

- and benefits. .

4. JOB ENTRY, MAIN- 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 0123456 7
TENANCE, AND ......_ ._,... - --.....__

ADVANCEMENT
SKILLSe.g.,
knowing how to fill
out a resume, search
for a job. complete-
a job interview, how
to leave a job.

-

5. :TECHNICAL JOB 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 0123456 7
SKILLSneeded to
perform a particular
job or occupation;
e.g., use of the tools,
equipment and
materials of a job.

6. OTHER (Please
specify)

01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01234567 01 23456 7

.
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Instructions

Listed on the left in table 2 are four broad types of preparation or instruction in TECHNICAL WORK SKILLS. Listed across the
,

top are the nine key agencies that provide education and training for work.

1. Please use the rating scale provided in each of the cells of table 2 to indicate how well each of the broad types of preparation charac-

terize each of the key education and training agencies/programs.

(a) Answer this question for each of the types of preparation, for each training agency.

(b) For each type of preparation,.choose a value between 0 and 3 according to the following rating scale:

0 = Does not provide training of this type.

1 = Provides some training of this type, but not a dominant type.

2 = Significant amount of training of this type is provided.

3 = Almost all training is of this type; this is what the agency does best.

(c) Circle the appropriate scale value for each type of preparation or training, for each agency.

.
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TABLE 2

TYPEOF PREPARATION PROVIDED

Skill Areas

_._

Public
Secondary

Vocational Ed.

Public
Postsecondary
Vocational Ed. CETA'

Job
Corp

ApprantIce.
ship.

Proprietary
Schools .

.

Coriimunity
Bawd

Organizations
Businass

Industry, Labor Military

1 . WORLD.OFMORK-pre
parationbasic tool
skills, occupational
survival skills.

2. OCCUPATIONAL AREA
preparationskills
and knowledge of
materials and meth.
ods common to_group
of occupations (e.g.,
office occupations, .

. printing occripations,
construction trades).

3. JOB SPECIFIC pre-
preparationskills and
knowledge specific
to a particular job
(e.g, secretary,
computer programmer,
keypunch operator).

4. EMPLOYER/
EQUIPMENT
SPECIFIC pre-
parationskilis
and knowledge
specific to a par-ticular.employer
or position.

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2
.:

2

2

3

3

3

3

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

0

3

3

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

0

0

/ 0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

d

0

0

0

1

1 -

1

1

2

2

2

2

3'

'

3

3

3

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

.

1

?

2

,

2

2

.

3

3

,

3

3

1.29
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Instructions

Table 3 seeks your views on what should be the optimum role of the various agencies and programs providing preparation for work,
and on their strengths and unique characteristics for those roles.

Listed down the-left side of table 3 are the nine key agencies/programs providing preparation for work. Across the top of the table
are two columns entitled "Optimum Role of Training Agency/Program," and "Strengths/Unique Characteristics for Role."

.,1. Please write in the space provided in column one what you feel should be the ontimum role of each of the key agencies and pro-
grams. You may wish to indicate a single role for a particular agency or program, or you may suggest several related roles of
functions which you think the agency or program should carry out. Please try to be as clear and descriptive in your response as
possible.

2. Next, in the space provided in column two, please indicate what you feel are the strengths and unique characteristics of each of the

key agencies and programs that should allow them to fulfill or carry opt their optimum role(s). Your response to this question
should help to clarify why the role you suggested is the "optimum" or most appropriate role for each agency/program, and what

distinguishing characteristics of the agency/program support this role.

Please note: Table 3 is on both pages 7 and 8.
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TAXLE 3

PREOERRED ROLES

TRAINING AGENCIES

,

OPTIMUM ROLE OF TRAINING PROGRAM
STRENGTHS/UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS

,FOR ROLE p

Secondary Vocational
Education

. .
,

.

_

Postsecondary Vocational
Education .

-

q.

.

. ,

CETA
_

_

0.

.

S-

.

...., Job Corp
, 4

Apprenticeship

.
.

,

(continued on next pigs)



TABLE 3

PREFERRED ROLES
(continued)

TRAINING.AGENCIES

.
.

OPTIMUM ROLE OF TRAINING PROGRAM
STRENGTHS/UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICSI

FOR ROLE

Proprietary Schools

.
v

1

Communitybased
Organizations

-

-
.

.Training in
Business, Industry, Labor

,.

Military Training

_
..

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE

13*.y.
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THE NATIONAL CENTER

FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
11701, Cam 0.0(.0 Craw. 11...
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Name

EMPHASISAND. STRENGTH OF PUBLId ,

SECONDARY AND POSTSECONDARY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Date

da

Instructions

Please respond to the following items in our Delphi which is designed to assess opinions
of naLluna. leaders about the emphasis and strength of public secondary and postsecondary
vocational education.

The Delphi contains three section. The first addresiesbublic secondary vocational'
educationits.current and ideal emphasis and strengths. The second section addresses public
postsecondary vocational education's current and ideal erpphasis and strengths. Section three
requests your comparisons between public secondary and postsecondary vocational education,

Thank you for your osistance .
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3. If there is a difference in your ratings of what IS and what SHOULD BE, the emphasis and
strength of SECONDARY vo,.ational education in any of the five skill areas, please explain WHY

.. you think there is a difference.

Ge
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- 119



4. Preparation in TECHNICAL JOB SKILLS can vary from general to specific types of prepar-

ations or instruction. Listed below are four broad types of preparation arranged from the most
general to the most specific. Please rank order these types of preparation in terms of how well

they characterize what IS and what SHOULD BE the typical or predominant type of preparation

provided by public SECONDARY vocational education. Use a rank of 1 to indicate the MOST

TYPICAL type of preparation provided by secondary vocational education, and a rank of 4 to

indicate the least typical type Of preparation.

IS SHOULD BE
(Rank Order) (Rank Order)

( ) A. WORLD OF WORK PREPARATION
basic tool skills, occupational
survival skills.

( B. OCCUPATIONAL AREA
PREPARATIONskills and knowl-
edge of materials and methods
common to group of occupations
(e.g., office occupations, printing
occupations, constiuction occu-
pations).

(

( ) C.JOB-SPECIFIC PREPARATION.7
skills and knowledge specific to a
particular job (e.g., secretary, com-
puter programmer, keypunch oper-
ator, etc.).

) D. EMPLOYE R-EQUIPMENT SPE-
CIFIC PREPARATION-skills and
knowledge specific to a particular
employ,er or piece of equipment.

5. If there is a diffgrence in your ranking of what IS and what SHOULD BE the type of prepwation

in TECHNICAL JOB SKILLS typical of SECONDARY vocational education, please explain why

you think there is a difference.
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6

.SECTION.2 PUBLIC POSTSECONDARY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

4

Listed in table 2 are five broad categories or areas of kills, knowledge and attitudes in which
many people feel some level of proficiency is needed to succeed in employment. The specific
questions in table 2 seek your opinion and judgment about:

6. Column A What IS THE cuR RENT emphasis and strength of public post-
-secondary vocational education?

7. Column B What SHOULD BE the emphasis and strength of public postsecondary
vocational education?"

Answer these questions by circling the appropriate scale value (according to the scale below) for
each of the major skill areas fisted in table 2. If you feel there are other skill areas not covered by
the five areas listed, please specify them and provide ratings.

Scale. Choose a value between 0 and 7. Use all eight scale values as appropriate. The ratings of 2
and 3 represent intermediate levels between MINOR emphaisis and MODERATE emphais,
Similarly, the ranngs of 5 and 6 represent intermediate levels between MODERATE empha.... and

SUBSTANTIAL emphasis and strength.

0 = NO erilphasis is given to this skill area:
1 =. MINOR emphaiis is given to this.skill area.
2 ="
3 =
4 = -MODERATE emphasis is given to this skill area.
5 =
6
7 = SUBSTANTIAL emphasis and greatest strength in this skill area.

TABLE 2

What IS the current emphasis and What SHOULD BE the emphasis and
strength of public POSTSECONDARY strength of public POSTSECONDARY

ionvocation& education? vocat

-----trBA-STC-STOLLSe.g., for survival in 0
any jobreading, writing, computing.

b. WORK VALUES AND ATTITUDES 0
e.g., dependability, cooperating with others,
dressing and grooming, work norms.

c. WORLO OF WORK KNOWLEDGE 0
e.g., knowledge of labor market oper-
ation, economic principles, work
norms, collective bargaining, ulary
and benefits.

d. JOB ENTRY, MAINTENANCE, 0
AM) ADVANCEMENT SK I LLS
e.g., knowing how to fill out a
resume, search for a job,
complete a job interview, how
to leave a job.

e. TECHNICAL JOB SKILLS
e.g., to perform a particular
job or occupation; use of the
tools, equipment and materials
of a job.

f. Other (Please specifiy)

0

0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3, 4 5 6

...-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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8. If there is a difference in your ratings of what IS and what SHOULD BE the emphasis and
strength of postsecondary vocational education in any of the five skill areas, please explain
WHY you think there is a difference.

4,
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9. Listed below are the four broad types of preparation or instructions in, TECHNICAL JOB
SKILLS used in the previous sebtion. Please RANK ORDER these types of preparations in
terms of how well they characterize what IS and what SHOULD BE the typical or predominant
type of preparation provided by public POSTSECONDARY vocational education. Recall that a

, rank f should be used to indicate the MOST TYPICAL type of preparation provided, and a rank
of 4 to indicate the LEAST TYPICAL type of preparation.

IS SHOULD BE
(Rank Order) (Rank Order)

( ) ( ) A.WORLDOF-WORK PREPARATION
basic tool skills, occupational survival
skills.

( ) B. OCCUPATIONAL AREA PREPAR-
ATIONskills and knowledge of
materiak and methods common to group
of occupations, printing occupations,
'construction occupations.

( ) C.JOB-SPECIFIC PREPARATIONskills
and knowledge specific to a particular
job (e.g., secretary, computer program-
mer, keypunch operator, etc.).

( ) D. EMPLOYER-EQUIPMENT SPECIF IC
rK:k-717,11iFigi

, specific.to a particular employer or piece
of equipment.

10. If there is a difference in your ranking of what IS and what SHOULD BE the type of preparation
in TECHNICAL JOB SKILLS typical of POSTSECONDARY vocational education, please
explain WHY you think there is a difference.
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Section 3COMPARATIVE EMPHASIS AND STRENGTH

This section seeks your opinion and judgment about the comparative or relative emphasis and
strength of public SECONDARY and POSTSECONDARY vocational education.

11. Relative to public POSTSECONDARY vocational education, what is it that public
SECONDARY vocational education DOES/SHOULD DO best? Check ( ) one for each

--column.

DOES BEST SHOULD DO BEST Providing

) Basic skills

( ) )

/
Technical job skills

World-of-work knowledge

( ) ( ) Work values and attitudes

( ) ( ) Job entry, maintenance and advancement
skills*

( ) ( ) Other (Please specify)

12., Now the reverse uestion,relative to public SECII ARY vocational education, what is it
t at public POSTSECONDARY vocational education DOES/SHOULD DO best? Check ( )

one for each column.

DOES BEST SHOULD DO BEST Providing

( ) ( ) Basic skills

( ) ( ) Technical job skills

Worldof-work knowledge

( ) ( ) Work values and attitudes

( ) ( ) Job entry, maintenance, and advancement
skills

( ) ( ) Other (Please specifiy)
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13. Relative to public POSTSECONDARY vocational education, what type of preparation or
instruction in TECHNICAL JOB SKILLS DOES/SHOULD public SECONDARY vocational
education do best? Check one ( ) for each column.

DOES BEST SHOULD DO BEST

World-of-work preparation

Occupational area preparation

Job-specific preparation

( ) ( ) EmPloyer-equipment specific preparation

14. Relative to pubhc SECONDARY vocational education, what type of preparation or instruction
DOES/SHOULD public POSTSECONDARY vocational education do best? Check ( ) one
for each column.

DOES BEST *SHOULD DO BEST

( ) World-of-work preparation

( ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

Occupational area preparation

Job-specific preparation

Employer-equipment specific preparation

15. What roles and functioni SHOULD secondary and postsecondary vocational education play
in the next 10 to 20 years?

In preparing your response, you may wish to consider and address such.matters as: (a) the
optimum or most desirable role of ,secondary, and postsecondary vocational education, (b)
why these roles and functions are most appropriate, (c) what would be the distinguishing or
unique characteristics and strengths of secondary and postsecondary vocational education,
(d) how these roles and functions differ from the present rOles and functions of secondary
and postsecondary vocational education, (e) the coordination and articulation needed between
secondary and postsecondary levels, (f) the federal, state, and local roles at secondary and
postsecondary levels.

(Use page 11 for response)
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RESPONSIVENESS-OF-PUtLIC

AND. POSTSECONDARY VOCATIONAL.EDUCATION

TO NATIONAL NEEDS AND PRIORITIES

NAME DATE

at

INSTRUCTIONS:

Please respond to the following questions that are designed to
assess your opinions about the role of vocational education in res-
ponding to national needs and priorities.

Section I requests that you assign a dollar figure to vocational
education's budget in regards to national needs and priorities.

Section II addresses the hoW and why of your-responses in Section
I with emphasis on secondary vocational education.

Section III also elicits your ihput ccncerning the how.and why'
of your earlier responses, but for postsecondary vocational educatior.

You may add extra pages to complete your answers if you wish.
Your responses will be confidential.
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SECTION I

--Lii-ai-below on the left are eight critical needs or priorities of
national interest that pubLits vocational education is aid to address or

perhaps should address. We are seeking your opinion reg rding the'appro-
priate role of secondary and postsecondary vocational ed cation in me6ting

these needs.

Assume you havd $100 over and above the regular budget for secondary
vocational education, and another $100 above the regular budget for post.»
secondary vocational education. Based upon your perception of the relative
importance Of each need/priority and the appropriateness for vocational
education to address the needs, indicate how you choose to allocate these
funds so that the needs can test be addressed,.

As you are allocating the money assume that the cost of inplementing

programs to meet the needs ii equal. The,coet of implementing programs to
meet one national need may actually be greater than the cost:to meet another
national need, but if,you think the needs are equal, and wish that equivalent
measures be taken to address those needs, then you ,should assign equal d011ar

amounts. We want ydur assessment of the relative importance for each,level
of vocational education to address the needs--not your assessment of cdsts
for various types of programs.

You may distribute the funds in any way you see fit: put all $100

on a sin0.e need/priority, spread it across all the needs, or leave some'

needs blank. You may also indicate other needs or priorities and allocate

'funds to them. The only restriction is that your allocation should nOt
exceed $100 each for secondary and postsecondary--each column must total

to $100.

NEEDS/PRIORITY SECONDARY POSTSECONDARY

a. Displaced Workers

b. B'ilh TechnoZogy

c. Flioductivity and Economic' Revitalization

d. Equity and Access

e. Basic Sk:ills

f. National Defense

g. Youth Unemployment

h. a,iticat SkiZZ Shortages

i. (Other)

TOTAL $100 $100



SECTION II

SECONDARY LEVEL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

This section focuses on secondary level vocational education. In this
section we would like you to explain the selection of each of the top three
needs/priorities for secondary vocational education that you chose in Section
I (try to rank them'if you gave equal dollar amounts among the top three).
We are interested J.n why you think it is appropriate for secondary level
vocational education to address the need--not the importance of the need
or justification of the priority. -

1., Your choice of the need/priority to receive the most funding for
secondary vocational education
(from your response in Section I).

A. Why is it appropriate to respond to this need/priority at the
secondary level,?

4%.

B. What should be the appropriate role or function of secondary
level vocational education in responding to this need/
priority? WhP
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e?
What ate thespecial characteristics of secondary level vocational
education as a system for fulfilling this role or kunction?

D. Given your responses in A, B, and C, What changes., if any, do
you think would be needed.in secondary level vocational education
to effectively fulfill this role o;rfunction (e.g., local level
changes, state )teveNchanges, or national, changes)?

131
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2. Your choice of the need/prio ity to receive the second largest amount
of funding for secondary vcica\tional education
(from your response in Section I).

A. WhyA.s it appropri.ite to respond to this need/priority at the
secondary level?

B. What should be the appropriate role or pmction of secondary
level vocational education in responding to this need/priority?
Why?

150
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C. What are the special characteristics.of secondary level vocational
education as a system for fulfilling this role or function?

0

Given your responses in A, B, and C, what changes, if any, do you
think would be needed in secondary level vocational education to
effectively fulfill this role or function (e.g., local level
changes, state level changes, national changes)?

151 13,

rou may use the back or add extra pages if you wish.
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3. Your choice of the need/priority to receive the third largest amount of
funding for secondary mocational education
(from your response in Section I).

A. Why is it appropriate to respond to this need/priority at the
secondary level?

B. What s.hould be the appropriate role or function of secondary
vocational education in responding to this need/priority? Why?

152 134

You may use the back or add extra pages if you wish.
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C. What are the special characteristics,of secondary level vocational
education as a System for fulfilling this role or function?

D. Given your responses in A, B, and C, what changes, if any, do you
think would be needed in secondary level vocational education to
effectively fulfill this role or function (e.g., local level
changes, state level changes, national changes)?

r.J
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SECTION III

POSTSECONDARY-LEVEL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

This section focuses on postsecondary level vocational education. As

in Section II, we would like you to explain the selection of each of the
tcT three needs/priorities for postsecondary vocational education that you
chose in Section I (try to rank them if you gave equal dollar amounts among
the top three). As before, we are interested in why you think it is appro-
priate for postsecondary vocational education to address the need--not the
importance of the need or justification of the priority.

1. Your choice of the need/priority to receive the most funding fpr
postsecondary vocational education
(from your response in Section I).

\

A. Why is it appropriate to respond to this need/priority at the
\postsecondary level?

B. What should be the appropriate role or function of postsecondary
level vocational.education in responding to this need/priority?
Why?

136 15 1
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C. What are the special characteristics of postsecondary level
vocational education as a system for fulfilling this role or
function?

D. Given your responses in A, B, and C, what changes, if any, do
you think would be needed in postsecondary level vocational
education to effectively fulfill this role or function (e.g.,
local level changes, state level changes, national changes)?

-- 137
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2. Your choice of the need/priority to receive the second largest amount
of funding for postsecondary vocational education
(from your response in Section I).

A. Why is it appropriate to respond to this need/priority at the
postsecondary level?

B. What should be the appropriate role or function of postsecondary
level vocational education in responding to this need/priority? Why?

138
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C. What are the special characteristics of postsecondary level
vocational education as a system for fulfilling this role or
function?

,

D. Given your responses in A, B, and C, what changes, if any,- do
you think would be needed in postsecondary level vocational
education to effectively fulfill this role or function (e.g.,
local level changes, state level changes, national changes)?

157 139
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3. Your choice of the need/priority to receive the third largest amount of

funding for postsecondary vocational education
(from your response in Section I).

A. Why is it appropriate to respond to this need/priority at the

postsecondary level?

B. What should be the appropriate role or function of postsecondary
level vocational education in responding to this need/priority? Why?

158
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C. What are the special characteristics of postsecondary level
vocational education as a system for fulfilling this role or

function?

D. Given your responses in A, B, and C, 'what changes, if any do you

think would be needed inpostsecondary level vocational education

to effectively fulfill this role or function (e.g., local level

changes, ttate level changes, national changes)?

Yhank you for your time and effort in responding to this questionnaire.
Please return it, along with the conaultant paperwork, in the enclosed
envelope.
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